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Final Grant Application To Be Filed With HUD

City Readying To Begin Rehabilitation In Douglas
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The final public hearing on the City of
Murray's $1 million community,
development application was herd'
Monday night and the full application is
expected to be submitted to the federal
Department of Housing and Urban
Developmenk on June 30.
The city will begin advertising for a
program director and approximately
four other works on July 17 and is expected to complete the enviromental
review of the program by August 1. Zea
said final HUD approval of the project
e/14rected by Sept. 15, 1979.

Pending final approval, the city
hopes to begin work on the project by
October 1, Zea said.
"We hope to complete rehabilitation
work on 24 homes, relocate two
families, acquire and tear down seven
substandejd structures, have new
water lines installed and begin erection
of environmental screening along L. P.
Miller St. adjacent to the Tappan
Company during the first year of the
project," Zea said.
Zea said that a "town-neighborhood"
type meeting is planed within the next

month to "specifically talk about
relocation, home rehabilitation and
acquistion."
"We will explain the programs in
detail and will answer questions from
affected individuals ( at the meeting),"
Zea said,
The target area for the twswar
program for which the $99910 in
federal funds are sought is commonly
known as the North Douglas Community. It is an area east of N. Fourth
Street that is ttpunde.daan the north and
south by Ash arid Walnut streets.

residential area and the Tappan Co.'s
manufacturing plant.
Persons living in the target area who
wish to apply for grant funds to be used
in the upgrading of their homes wW be
notified as to when and where to apply
for the grants.
HUD regulations require that grant
funds be used to address the needs of
low and moderate income persons,
eliminate blight, and eliminate critical
health and safety problems.
According to the city's pre- _
application, 93 percent of the families

The project will involve the
acquisition and demolition of seven
dilapidated structures is the area-and
the rehablitation of 68 ot...r dwellings.
Two families currently living in the
dwellings earmarked for demolition
will have to be relocated.
Also included in the project will be
street reconstruction, the addition of
curbs, gutters and sidewalks, the installation of some 2,500 feet of new
water line including five new fire
hydrants and the construction of an
environmental screen between the

living in the Douglas Community are
considered in the low income bracket,
23 percent of the coniniunity is 62 or
older, and 44 percent of the households
are headed by females.
Over 98 percent of the total grant is
scheduled to directlx benefit low to
moderate income residents.
Zea stressed that how the city performs on this project - the first ever of
its kind for Murray - will greatly affect the city's chance of securing grants
for additional target areas in future
years.
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GASO-LINE — Lines which began forming at local gasoline pumps at the end of last week continued here Monday
as motorists attempted to fill their tanks. Several dealers reported today that today's lines were not asjong as Monday's but that they are 'staying busy.' Several of the same local dealers said they expect to have enough-gasoline to
see them through to the first of the month when they will get a new allocation from distributors.
Staff Photo et, Matt Sande

Fresh Guardsmen Sent To East
State To Protect Gas, Trucks
By The Associated Press
Fresh National Guard troops 4,ere to
be brought into east Kentucky today to
replace guardsmen who have been
ind since last week with guarding
trucks and gasoline facilities clueing the
nationwide strike by independent truck
drivers.
State government spokesman Gordon
Nichols said a total of about 130 men
from the 201st Engineer Battalion's
Company C at Cynthiana and Company
D at Carlisle were to report about noon
today.
They will replace about 100 members
of the 614th Military Police Company in
Louisville, who were sent to the area
Friday, he said.
Nichols said they will take part in
guarding fuel storage, areas and
seciiting overpasses on Interstate 75
'between Richmond and Williamsburg.
Shots were fired Monday from a
pas
sing vehicle toward an Ashland Oil
Inc. bulk storage plant at London and
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Clear and cool tonight. Lows in
the upper 50s to low 60s. Mostly
sunny and warmer Wednesday.
Highs in the mid to' upper 80s.
Atirsday through Saturday:
Near normal temperatures
diving the period and a chance of
showers Friday and Saturday. .
Early morning lows in the Rs and
daytime highs will be in the mid
80s to around 90.

National Guard troops were sent to
guard the facility, officials.said,
The shots caused no injuries, and
truck deliveries from the plant continued, said Nichols.
State police at London said the FBI
was investigating the incident and no
arrests had been made.
Nichols said guardsmen also were
placed on duty at an Exxon storage

his truck was shattered by gunfire at a
motel near London, and fiat tires were
reponted on 15 trucks after nail's were
scattered on 1-75 near the Tennessee
Line, state police Lt. Ernest Bivins said
Monday.
Bivins said there were no reports
available on how many autos had flat
tires as a result of the nails.

What sorne"gasoline dealers and
distriuitors have termed "panic
b ng" created a teniporary scarcity.,
of the product in an around Murray
Monday.
A Murray Ledger & Times survey of
18 gas stations Monday afternoon
revealed that nine of them were temporarily "out-of-gas" but ,expected
additional deliveries later that day or
today. ,
Most stations here that were open
Friday reported long lines at the pumps
as motorists topped off their tanks
before the weekend. The same thing
happened again Monday as 11 of the 18
stations checked reported long lines at
their pumps early in the day.
Many of those who still had gasoline
Monday morning, however,were out by
noon and had shut down their pumps,
waiting for additional shipments from
their suppliers.
Two stations reported Monday that
they were out of gas and would
probably not receive an additional
shipment until after July 1 while three
others said they were almost but and
would not get any more this month.
Most dealers attributed the shortage
locally to the federally imposed
allocations which range from 70 percent to 80 percent at Murray outlets.
The percentages are applied to the
amount of gasoline sold during the
same month-in 1978 to determine how
much the dealer receives this year.
One dealer said his distributor had
plenty of gas to sell him and that he
wanted to purchase it but that he had
already received his allocation for the
month and could not buy any more until
July 1.
The price at full service pumps at the
stations survey ranged from 87.9 cents
per gallon to $1.07 cents per gallon for
regular grade gasoline.
Following is a rundown of the reports
from the stations surveyed who indicated they would have some gas
available this week:
Astro Car Wash, Chestnut Street Out of gas Monday, expected partial

loads today and Wednesday and pumps
would be open only two to three hours
per day. Did not expect partial shipments to carry through to the end of the
week.
Cain's 76, Main Street - Cars were
lined up at pumps Monday before gas
ran out early in the afternoon. Expects
additional shipment. either today or
Wednesday.

tierby, & t2th Street - Ran out
Monday but additional shipment on the
way. Should be able to get through to
the end of the month but lines have been
lengthy.
Fina, 121 bypass and S. 4th St.- Out
of gas since.Friday, another shipment
expected by today.
See GASOLINE-Page 12, Column 7

Newspaper In Classroom
Workshop Concluding
More than 40 teachers have been
taught new ways to use the newspaper
as a teaching tool in their classrooms
while attending a Newspaper in the
Classroom workshop the past two
weeks at Murray State University.
The workshop, co-sponsored by the
Commercial-Appeal in Memphis, The
Murray Ledger & Times, and The
Mayfield Messenger, is for teachers
from pre-school through high school level. This is the third year that Murray
State has hosted the workshop.
Dr. John Taylor, workshop director
and chairman of the department of
instruction and learning at Murray
State University, said that this is a
"practical course that helps the
teachers teach their subject. matter
through the use of the newspaper."
The workshop shows the teachers
how to create all kinds of teaching aids
out of "almost nothing," according to
Taylor. It also stimulates them to
figure out other ways to use the
newspaper and make additional visuals
throughout the school year.
"This ceuese gives teachers a current
textbook - one which is never out of
date," he said.
Shirley Williams of the educational
services department of The Commercial-Appeal travels throughout the
summer .helping with the NIC
workshops. Approximately 1,500

teachers are enrolled in the 11
workshops slated for Mid-South
universities this summer.
Other universities holding summer
workshops are Memphis State,
Mississippi State, the University of
Tennessee at Martin, Arkansas State,
Delta State and the University of
Mississippi.
In addition to the surruner workshops,
Ms. Williams also travels during the
school year providing in-service
programs to schools in the Memphis
area, west Tennessee, west Kentucky,
eastern Arkansas and northern Mississippi.
Ms. Williams said that members of
the workshop toured The Murray
Ledger L Times as well as heard
several speakers. Some of the people
who have spoken at this year's
workshop are Tom Lansdale, The
Commercial-Appeal's educational
services department; Carolyn Light,
teacher at Murray High School;
Patricia hassiter and Linda Feltner,
teachers at North Calloway Elementary in Murray; Al Wilson, principal of
Emerson School in Granite City, Ill.;
Mrs. Peggy Reynolds, resource teacher
with the Memphis City Schools; Nancy
Brickeen, teacher at Washington
Elementary School in Mayfield; and
Nancy Sholar, teacher at Longfellow
Elementary School in Mayfield.

Moderate OPEC Members
Battle For Small Increase

area at London after officials at the
plant received telephoned threats that
it should cease operation.
More than 300 guardsmen remained
on duty in southeast Kentucky.
GENEVA, Switzerlahd (AP -Nichols and state police said the
Moderate members of the Organization
shooting was the day's only incident of
of Petroleum Exporting Countries,
violence, and that state police were
escorting numerous convoys of fuel already battling more militant
members who want a huge rise in
trucks to gasoline-short areas of the
prices, found dissension in their own
state.
ranks today as giant Saudi Arabia said
State police said several trucks had
been shot at during the night, however, it would continue to hold out for a small
on Interstate 75 between London and Increase.
OPEC, meeting for the 54th time, had
the Tennessee border.
A driver reported the windshield of been expected by many analysts to

decide on a price for oil at about $20 a
barrel compared to the current official
price of $14.55 and an average price
with surcharges of $17.
An increase to $20 a barrel could add
as much as five cents to a gallon of
gasoline or heating oil in the United
States.
The Saudi oil minister,Sbeikb Ahmed
Zaki Yarnani, asked by The Associated
Press if he would accept a price of $19
or more, said "No, that's too much.
"I won't accept what's abnormal."
He then ,defined abnormal as
"everything I've heard up to now."
Price hawks like Iran and Libya have
suggested prices as high as $27 a barrel
AI but most other members contacted
Seem to favor the $20 figure.
"Twenty dollars is a nice round
Plans are underway for the 16th
number,"„said Nordine Ait-Laoussine,
committees are as follows
annual Miss Murray-Calloway County
executive vice president of Sonatrach,
Awards-Charlotte Gregory, ShanY ,
Fair Queen contest to be held Friday,
the Algerian state oil company.
Brown, and Mimi Garrastazu; Coke
"I will not go for any sharp rises in
July 13, at 7:30 p.m. in the Lovett
and swim party-Lois Keller, Lochie
the price," said Mana Saeed Al-Oteiba,
-A-morium,- Murray State University. Landolt, and Sharon Wells; financethe oil minister of the United Arab
The contest will be staged by the
Sine Richardson; publicity-Doris
Emirates and OPEC's current
Sigma Department of the Murray
Cella; contestants and escorts-NlarY
president. He suggested a base price of
Woman's Club in cooperation with .the. Ann Russell, Jane Sisk, and Brenda
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees.
$18 to $20 a barrel and a $21 ceiling,
Maddox; stage decorations-Annettee
Proceeds will benefit the Glenda Boone
including surcharges for higher-quality
Alexander; music-Lucy Lilly; judge
Memorial, Scholarship Fund and
crude.
SallyCrass; rehearsal-Annie Knight;.
His views were echoed by officials of
various local Charities.
Telephone-Anna Ruth Harris. Ja!la
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Gabon,
Any girl who has never been married,
Hughes, Dean,Posten, Ginny Hooky*
Venezuela, Algeria and, surprisingly,
is a resident of Calloway County, and
and Pat. Binford; merchants-Betty
Iraq, previously one of. 011gC's must
has completed her junior or senior.year
Gore,.. Emmy Edwards, " Mildred
militant members in price. matters. in high school is eligible to enter the
Robertson, F.dwina Simmons, Brenda
However, Libyan Oil Minister
'contest.
Marquardt, Jean Hurt, Georgian
Enedin All. Mabruk "told reporterS:
• Larry England, speech and debate
Moffitt, Ellen Harrell, Karen Goetz,
"The price of Arab crude (oil) should
coactrat ralloway County High'School,
Judy Payne, Marty Erwin, PennY
be about $27." And Cyrus Ebr,ahimwill emcee the pageant.
Cappock, Shirley Winters, and I,ynn
zadeh of the Iratiian delegation said his
Serving as Sigma Department coHouston:, equipment -Judy
country's new .revolutionary governchairmen for the pageant are Nancy
Muehleman, Rainey Apperson, Norma
.' per
Frank, Shirley ToOn, Dixie Hopkins,
ment was seeking "over $20'
Walston, Sue Spann, and Julie Smith.
Other chairmen and merbers of ..and Pat Moore.
barrel.

(

Plans Underway For
Fair Queen Pageant

•
DISCUSSING MATERIALS — Mary Alice Humphries and Margie Shown
discuss the Materials they made in the Newspaper ip the Classroom
workshop being held at Murray State Usiyersity. The workshop, cosponsored by The Commercial-Appeal in Memphis, The MUrray Ledger &
Times, and The Mayfield Messenger, shows pre-school through high
schoolteachers way to use the newspaper as a teaching tool. Mrs. Humphries teaches at North Calloway Elementary, while Mrs. Shown is a
teacher at Southwest Elementary.
Staff Photo By Detab;• N. tee
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Kathy Rayburn Is
Honored At Events

Estrogen exaggerations

-it

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am niones but there are many changes, even the soft tis58 years old and in good other women who use them sues that line the female
health. I had my womb re- to great advantage. It organs chaise.
This is sometimes the Unmoved nine years ago and makes them feel better and
have been taking estrogen it can definitely improve derling basis for inflammafor 12 years. I stopped taking their health. The Food and tion and irritation. This is
it two months ago after all I Drug Administration has why various vaginal creams
had read about it. I can say I now agreed that an adequate are sometimes useful in cerfeel so much better in so amount of female hormones tain cases. Even the ability
many ways, it's unbeliev- heipt to protect against or of the tissues to resist infecable, but the hot flashes are delay the 'degeneration of tious agents changes. There
terrible -- about every hour bones that occurs in middle- may be thinning and
night and day. It's really aged and older women. I changes in cells at the outlet
bad. I expected to have them might add that a high cal- of the bladder. This may be
and it's worth it but how long cium diet also helps prevent a contributory factor to frequent urinary tract infecwill they last? I'm sure I'm the problem.
I'm sending you The tions.
through the ,menopause. I
number
5-12
Health
Letter
started at 44. I'm also sure
estrogen helped me through on the menopause to give
it but I want to quit it now. you more detailed informaAlso wjiat other things hap- tion. Other readers whO
e body when you want this issue can serid 50
estrogen was re- cents with a long, stamped,
two months before self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me,
I stopped taking it.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP),
DEAR READER — There in care of this newspaper, — Marcella Monk and
Dudley
have been so many exag- P.O. Bok 1551, Radio City
gerations about estrogen Station, New York, NY Flake, intent on a small
wedding but not wanting to
and the menopause that it's 10019;
In addition to the infonna- offend anyone, wound up with
- Tperfeetly----_anaaeQ.tanda hie
that you'd be confused, as"
nnit's
tivattit to ern-Theimportant
4.--26 us-be-1.s, brldesrnalds
think
are many other readers.
three separate receptions.
phasize
some
benefithe
of
In the first place, -since
"It started small," said the
estrogen.
effects
of
cial
Yes,
you've had a hysterectomy,,
_ there's no way you can have it will specifically eliminate new Mrs. Flake,a New Haven
cancer of the uterus caused hot flashes and often you school teacher. ''But some of
by taking.; estrogen hor- . don't need large doses to do our very' close friends got
mones. Second, if you don't
If you think about the body offended, so we just added
have lumpy- breasts -or-puberty, you'll real-- ev-e11408_PW_t"
beforebreast disease and'don't deAs a result, along with the
ize that it undergoes a lot of
velop any, there's no reason
to be concerned about taking changes because of female usual maid of honor, best man
hormones. When these hor- and ring bearer, there were
estrogen and the possibility
mones are diminished suffi- the 26 bridesmaids, 26 ushers,
of breast cancer.
ciently, there's a basic reBeyond that, there is a
versal of these.changes. As a four junior ushers and five
long list of complications
result,
there's a tendency for flower girls Saturday,June 23,
that can occur in some
breasts
to get smaller, at Trinity Church.
the
women taking female horthe female organs undergo

Miss Kathy Rayburn, June
30th bride-elect of William R.
Kopperud, has been honored
with several prenuptial
events.

Monk-Flake
Wedding Has
Manv Attendants

Tonite Is Bargain Nite
At These Theatres
All Seats $1.50

&a.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Robert Treas of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

•••

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JUNE
27, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
tile stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
--ARIES .--.
gY/
0
4
.
1
;Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)'
'
Romantic and creative
interests are exciting up to a
point. , An
unexpected
development could cut short a
pleasant rendezvous,
TAURUS
}-( --1(Apr. 20 to May 20( `-'-va
A good time for buying and
selling property. Be tactful
with a family member who
may be slow to come around to
your viewpoint's.,
GEMINI
(May.21 to June 20
You'll accomplish more
with reason than force or
controversial action. Goods
news could lead to a happy
change of plans.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22 t
Capitalize on a lucky
financial opportunity, but
don't spend profits foolishly.
Secret
matters
affect
domestic concerns.
LEO
t July 23 to Aug. 22,44
1
.
Your optimism attracts
-benefits now. A happy
demeanor does much to
furthur interests. A friend
may-be somewhat jealous. .
VIRGO
p,
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Be _fairly closemOuthed.

SC.
)
-

CLINT EASTWOOD'
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1
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WORLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB— Installed as officers of the World friendship Club
at
the morning coffee held at the home of Helen Karvounis were, top photo,
left to right,
Co-Presidents — Matilca Canady, evening meetings, Helen Karvounis, morning
meetings — and Monica Walston. secretary. Attending the meeting,
bottom photo,
were, left to right, stanarng, Moneer Ghaffari, Iran. Thelma Warford, Murray, Tina
0Ispn, Germany, Angela Hatoupis and Helen Karvounis, Greece, sitting,
Epsie Von
Ameringen, Phaippines, Neme Garrastazu, $uba, Mene Coskuner, Turkey,
Monica
Wa1ihGerinafly,and-Frith Nbffsiffger;feterray.- Net pictured is
Gracieinvin, Kirksey.

Plans nurtured in secret

develop successfully. An
employer
or
business
associate may be rigid in
outlook.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 —
Important contacts may be
met at a social function.
Friends are helpful, but one of
them may be touchy about a
financial matter.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 1neel A successful day careerwise, but competitors are
likely to use devious methods.
Downplay eccentricity in
dealing with higher-ups.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
• Joyful news from a
distance. A good time to plan a
trip. Stay out of a controversy
between friends. Avoid last
minute changes.
• CAPRICORN '
"Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A project kept in wraps now
comes tb happy fruition. &coworker could have a run-in
with the boss. Friends may do
the unexpected.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18i
Partners and cloSe allies
now provide excitement.
Follow their lead. Be willing to
concede a point otherwise a
conversation drags ran g

PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20 1
•_::-%
Congeniality at work abets
Progress. A family member
will not change course. Curb
p.m. restlessness. Accent on
balanced emotions.
YOU BORN TODAY are -:
home in public life. Tho4n
you dislike taking orders,.
you'd make a fine leader for a
cause. Your - sense of
responsibility inclines you to
serving occupations, such as
nursing, medicine, teaching,
and the care of the young.
Both artistic, and literate, •
your flair for writing and
speaking is a valuable asset in
whatever you do
.

Mrs. David Parker Is
Honored At Two Events
Mrs. James David Parker,
nee Martha giA McKinney,
was honored on the day of her
wedding, June 2, along with
her attendants, with a bridal
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
G. T. Lilly. Other hostesses
were Mrs. Allen Russell, Mrs.
Bill Sams, and Wis. Jack
Wagar.
The dining table was draped
with a cutwork cloth, centered
with an arrangement of
daisies, irises, and carnations.
Each cover was marked With
a place card decorated with
gold wedding rings and
material
matching
the

cii the ,
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arden Patht
,

.:•!;:;:•:;:::::..!•:.:•:•!•!•:4: By NIPS. 14 . P.liTLLIANIS
The hot weather tlof
are better, or bags of
mer, especially when ;
_
shredded
bark mulch can be
over 90, brings on it,
purchased very reasonably.
problems. No longer car
But use plenty of it, summer
rely on the evening tc (.!
shower for the water lief- ii,(j --ssisYsymter.
July and August are, to me,
to sustain our plants the
the hardest months of the
combination of wind an() i.•Lti
temperature dries ow •hf. year as far as garden wRrk is
co.
ground more quickly tha
_
-- because I am reluctant to
realize.
leave my air-conditioned
So it becomes necessar.
house and get out in the hot
supply _water to the gar, ,•T,
sun. But weeds continue to
be it vegetable or flower
grow, Bermuda grass is
a sprinkle on top 01
rainpant, it is easy for the soil
ground will do more kiAr •,
to bake hard.
than good. Water pia,
:It all adds up to the fact that
deeply, let it soak in. The
these two months mean some
sort of sprinkler i- that
unpleasant tasks for us. But
sends out a fine mist at
that is really not too much to
the hose, instead of a h;rtrir
ask, if we love our flowers
spray at one place.
and want to see them do
necessary to keep the suil,
their best. And they will if we
of the ground well cultivar,.(1
just keep at it and follow a
so the water can readily•
few simple instructions.
down to the roots.
The best time to work in the
This is where mulchiv
yard is early in the morning
so valuble. It not only
The days are so long that we
hold in moisture, but pr.1), •
could spend a half hour every'
the roots from the hot Sun
The three "musts" for morning without too much
summer are cultivation, discomfort. About sundown is
the best time to spray the
water and mulch. In ad
dition." the mulch will help _plants. Or at least late enough
keep down the growth of so that the direct sun is not on
them
weeds
Feed your Azaleas now and
really doesn't matte)
what kind of mulch. Crushed keep them well supplied with
leaves will do, well rotted one water during the dry months
Color Passports and
10'4 While You Wait
Weddings Porfraits-Fromes

Artcraft
Photography
thse Pos. fib,, Pract,,,tat'
I In Sa. 1211r - . 7.;:i

II

bridernaids' dresses.
The hostesses served an
appetizer of assorted melon
balls followed by summer
chicken salad on lettuce,
broccoli casserole, sliced
tomatoe,s, hot rolls, cea, and
straw ben/lC1 cream/pie.
The bride-to-be presented
her attendants with gifts of
silver
holloware.
The
hosteSses gave the bride-elect
an oval vegetable dish of her
selected pottery'and a gift
corsage.

Mrs. Henry McKenzie was
the hostess for a bridal luncheon held on Thursday, June
21, at her home..
Guests for the luncheon
were Mrs. Jean Lindsey, Mrs.
Jack Belote, Mrs. A. H.
Kopperud, mother of the
groom-elect, and Mrs. Joe
Nell Rayburn, mother of the
bride-elect..
Following the luncheon,
Miss Rayburn was presented'
with pillow cases apd a sheet
decorated with insets of filet
crochet handworked by Mrs.
McKenzie.

•••••

If r, are Fer pleased to
announce that inn Tan.
bride-elect of Charles
litter has selected her
china and crystal from
our complete bridal
registr.N.

..4nn and Charles win .
b.; married August I!.
1979.

Your choice 2!
An 8x10 color portrait. Either traditional or Duo-Image
ONLY

*TRADITIONAL
*DUO-IMAGE

Babies, children, adults,
plus family groups.

• giz!

• Choose from many different backgrounds and custom poses •
Limit One per sublect,
two -per family • Additional portraits available in all sizes
at reasonable prices • Groups
$1 2% each additional sublect • Persons under 18
must be a( companted by parent or
wardtan • Fritshodportrasts delivered at store

Always friendly professional service.
-1^

Bel-Air Center •
"4 Days Only"
Wed.,Thurs., Fri., Sat.
June 21-28-29-30
Photo Hours: 10-1, 2-5, 6-8. Sat.: 10-1, 2-4:30
5.
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the hostesses.
The 19 guests i,luded
friends, associate realtors.
and guests of Wopperud
Realty and parents of the
bridal couple.
The hostesses on behalf of
the guests presented the
couple with a set of six
engraved pewter julep cups.

Another party was held at
the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank with Mesdames John
Quertermous, Howard Titsworth, Helen Bennett, Robert
Halls, Ed Diuguid, Gaylord
Forrest, Oliver Cherry, Rick
Sutton, James Hart, Albert
Tracy, Franklin Fitch, Vernon
Stubblefield, Hugh Waldrop,
Lawrence Suffill, Louis Ryan,
Richard Stout, Purdom
Another courtesy extended Outland, Bill Nall, Russell
to Miss Rayburn and Mr. Howard, James Lassiter,
Kopperud, was a mid- Robert miller, Conrad Jones,
-afternoon houseboat party on and Frank Holcomb as
Kentucky Lake on Saturday, hostesses.
June 16. Mrs. Emma Sue
For the occasion the
Hutson and Mr. and Mrs. honoree chest from—her
Steve Selwitz hosted the event. trousseau an informal frock of
Members of the wedding -:- taupe crepe de chin; screen
and,parens of the bridV _printed in muted pastels. The.
couple were guests. The ar- bodice was tucked with a selr
ternoon was spent boating and tie -neckline and brief cap
swimming. A picnic supper sleeves, She was presented a
was served.
corsage of mixed tpring
Mrs. Hutson presented the flowers by the hostesses who
couple with an electric ice also presented her with three
cream freezer and Mr. and
place settings of her chosen
Mrs. Selwitz presented the pattern of china.
„couple with a handcrafted_
Bouquets of Mizell spring
pottery pitcher and six glasses flowers decorated the room
from Berea College.
s and the refreshment table.
Appointments were in silver
Mrs. Carolyn Adams and
and crystal.
Mts. Margaret Trevathan
Receiving the guests with
were the hostesses for a coffee
the bride-elect were her
held Tuesday, June 12, at the
mother, Mrs. Joe • Nell
Adams' home.
Rayburn, mother of the
Guests for the occasion were
groom-elect, Mrs. A. H.
members of the staff of the
Kopperud,and sister-in-law of
Calloway County Library. The
the bride-elect, Mrs. Bill
--refreshments were furnished
Rayburn.
by various _members of the
staff.
The home of Mrs. Doris
The
bride-elect
was
Nance was the scene of a
presented with a cookbook and
bridal luncheon for Miss
a recipe file decorated with
Rayburn.
red roses containing selected
Guests included Mrs.
recipes from Mrs. Adams', Caton Rowlett, Mrs. Clarice,
collection.
Sparkman, Mrs.• Margaret
Waldrop, Mrs. Jan Rayburn,
The home of Jack Andersen
and Mrs. Joe Nell Rayburn.
was the setting for a bridal
The luncheon was served on
party honoring the bridal
an appointed table and was
couple. Mrs. Andersen and
followed by an afternoon of
Mrs. Walter Jones, Jr., were
bridge.

Another event held for the
bride-elect was a personal
shower given by Miss Karen
Gordon at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Wendell Gordon, Benton,
on Friday,June 1.
- For refreshments the guests
were served sherbert floats,
cookies, cake, and other party
foods. A period of games and
conversation followed.
The
bride-elect
was
presented .with a matching
white gown and robe with
house slippers.
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McKinney And Parker Wedding Vows
Are Solemnized hi Church Ceremony

Tuesday. Jane Di
Organizational meeting of
Junior Bowlers, 21 years and
younger, for the summer
season, wit! be held at Corvette Lanes. If unable to attend, persons may call and
give their names.

Thursday. June 28
Disabled
American
Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murn".
"To Kill A Mockingbird"
will be presented -4)y the
Murray-Calloway Co. Cornniwnty Theatre at 8 p.m. in
the City-County Park.

Thursday,June 28
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m
at the Murray Country Club,
Lakeside Singers will
perform at lake Barkle
State Park at 8:30 p.m.

Miss Martha Sue McKinney,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John candle was lighted,' Mrs.
Yates, Louisville; Mr. and
D. McKinney of Murray, was Bowker and Mrs. Knight
Mrs. Hugh Roberts, Calvert
playe
d
"All
Hail the Power of
married to James David
City; Jack Crook, Madison,
Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesus' Name" and "Because
Tenn.; Mrs. Artie Peacher,
He
Lives
"
for
the recessional.
James W. Parker, also of
Dover, Ten.; David Wallace,
Twilight Cabaret Y.
Bride's Dress
Murray, on Saturday, June 2,
Lakeside Singers will
Memphis, Tenn.; Dwain
perfo
rm at old beach area at
The
bride
,
escor
ted by her
at 7 p.m. in the sanctuary of
Baldridge, Mt. Vernon, Ill.; perform at Kenlake State
Kentucky Dam Village Sett:
fathe
r
and
give
in
marri
age
by
the First Baptist Church,
Steve Waltrip, Jacksonville, Park at 8:30 p.m.
Park at 8:30 p.m.
her parents, wore a floor
Murray.
III.;
Mr.
and
Mrs
Carl
Kenlake State Park will
The double nng ceremony length gown of candlelight
Performance by Twilight
Roberts, Edwardsville, Ill.;
Knights of Columbus Ladies
have special activities and for
was performed by candlelight organza. Cluny lace created a
Cabar
et
will
be
Ronni
at
e
Mayfi
Night
eld,
Kentu
will be held at 6:30 p.m.
cky
Snyde
r,
information call 474-2211.
with the Rev. Dr. Bill Whit- bibbed bodice and stand-up
Texas; Mr. and Mrs. Bill Dam Village State Park at
at Gleason Hall.
collar. A band of lace untaker officiating before an
Black, Magnolia, Ark.; Mr. 8:3'0 p.m.
derscored the empire line ad
arch of jade and sprengeri
and
Mrs. Vernon Hart, Flint,
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
cuffed the bishop sleeves. The
foliage, white carnations,
Mich.; Mrs. Rudy Heneks, the Woodmen of the World is
full skirt featured a flounce of
candlelight fugi pompoms,
Howard, Mich.i Miss Pam scheduled to meet with Bettye
cluny lace that encircled the
and mums. Accenting the
Tucker, Hopkinsville; Miss Baker,1707 Miller, at 7 p.m.
hemline alit attached chapel
center top of the arch was an
_Tanya Holt, Dukedom, Tenn.;
train.
arrangement of candlelight
Miss
Elizabeth
Reservations for ladies day
Tarry,
A matching headpiece of
gladioli. A prie dieu was
luncheon at Oaks Country
Willi
amsbu
rg.
lace held the tiered veil with
Mrs. David Willoughby, the
centered beneath the arch and
Club on Wednesday should be
Rehearsal Dinner')
one layer edged in lace and
forme
r Vicki Lee Humphreys, to the honoree.
flanked by spiral candelara
The groom's parents( Mr. made by today with Marilyn
another layer drifting the
was
honor
ed prior to her June
and the unity candles. Beyond
and Mrs. James W. Parker, McCuiston or Marilyn HerA buffet-shower was held at
entire length of the train. She
16th
weddi
ng with several
them were two tree canwere hosts for the rehearsal ndon.
the home of Mrs. Eddie Jones
carried a European cascade
prenu
ptial
event
s.
delabra with baskets of jade at
dinner held at the Brass
Murray TOPS Club will
with Mrs. Jones and Miss
bouquet of white roses,
their bases. Two brass
Lantern, Aurora.
meet at the Health Center at 7
A tea was held at the Melinda Fulkerson as the
stephanotis, baby's breath,
columns of designed jade were
The tables were OYU:Laid in p.m.
Community Room of the hostesses.
and ivy. The only jewelry
used on either side of the altar.
white and decorated witlr-Murray Federai savings and— The_bonoree and euPsts
wore by the bride was a
Wednesday,June 27
The family pews were marked
arrangements of multiLoan, Seventh and Main were served a meal of salad,
diamond pendant.given Whet;
Hazel Senior Citizens will Streets,
with arrangements of cancolored roses in copper pots.
Murray, with Jane lasange, mushrooms, French
by the groom.
dlelight fugi pompoms,
Covers werelahTlor 48 guests meet at the Hazel Community Orr, Patsy Orr, Ann Benne
Attending her sister as maid
tt, bread, red wine, strawberry
sprengeci fern, and leather
including the wedding party Center with craft lesson after and Mary Orr as hostesses,
cake, and coffee. White daisy
of honor was Miss Mary
the luncheon.
and family members.
44
The honoree was presented centerpieces idOrned the
McKinney of Nashaille, Terns,
Mrs. John Bowker,organist,
Vire: James David-Parker
Mr.' ParkiFT:phsented his
with a white daisy corsage by three tables where the guests
Mrs. Ronnie
Mayfield,
- -.-..------- , -- --Events at Land Betwe
and Mrs. G. M. Knight,
attendants with
en--th-- --the hostesses who - stiss
guts.
'
Snyder, Texas, served as
-}sere sealedwith ivory satin ribbon
----pianist, presented a program
Both mothers had corsages McKinney was given a c r- Lakes will include Nature's presented her mother, Mrs.
Following the meal the
matron of honor. Bridesmaids
streamers.
Pantr
y
of sacred music that included
at
10:30
sage of red roses by the
a.m. and Doyle Humphreys, with
of white cattleya orchids.
honor
ee
opene
her
d
gifts.
were Miss Karen Gordon,
a
James Parker served his
Reading The woods at 2 p.m„ corsage of
"Have Thine Own Way Lord,"
Mrs. Seldon Ahart, gran- parents of the groom-elect.
white carnations.
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Miss
son as best man. Groomsmen
both
at
"More Love To Thee 0
Cente
t
Statio
n.
Friends and family of the
Mrs. Dallas Willoughby,
dmother of the bride, and Mrs.
Beverly Parker, sister of the
were Steve Davidson, Fort
Christ," "My Jesus, I Love
mother-in-law to be of the groom-elect were present at
Grogan Roberts and Mrs.
groom, Roswell, Ga., Mrs.
Worth
,
Texas, cousin of the Haffo
Twilight Cabaret and honoree, was
Thee," "PM My Cup Lord,"
rd Parker, grandunable to attend the home of Mrs. Terry Orr for
Craig Parker and Mrs. Carl
grpom, Craig Parker, Ed
Lakeside Singers will present due to illnes
"Eternal
e„" and "How Hosford, both
mothe
a special event with Mrs. Orr
rs
of
the
s.
groo
m,
were
of
Murra
y.
Fento
n,
Doug Lindsey,, and prese
separate programs at KenGreat Thou Art." During this
and Mrs. Ruth Calnun as
Grand
nted
mothe
corsa
rs
ges
prese
of
white
nt
The
were
attendants
Ron Wright, all of Murrak.
wore
tucky Dam Village State Park Mrs. Odell Orr
prelude recital- the candles
cymbidium orchids.
and Mrs. Pearl hostesses.
identical floor length gowns of
Guests were seated bk
at
8:30 p.m.
were' lighted by Tracey
The bride-elect, her mother,
Humphreys.
Miss
Carri
e
Joy
Welbo
rn,
silesta knit in a shade of sweet
Tracey Calhoun and Mike
Pairings for Group C of the
Calhoun and Mike Calhoun,
Elkto
Mrs.
Refre
Doyle Humphreys, and
n,
direc
shmen
ted
ts
the
weddi
of
pea. The a-line silhouette was
ng.
punch,
Calhoun, cousins of the bride,
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
cousins of the bride.
Ladies day events at cake, nuts, and party mints the groom-elect's mother,
Recep
tion
fashioned with a deep cape
Cadiz, David Reed, Calvert
After the seating of the
Mrs. Kenneth Winters Country Club for play on Murray Country Club will were served from a table Mrs. Dallas Willoughby, were
collar edged with a wide
City, and Mark Kennedy and
grandmothers
and
presented corsages of red
the border of peau d'ange
coordinated the reception in Thursday and Friday at 9:30 include Tennis Guest Day at 9 covered with a white linen
Mike Outland, both of Murray.
ivory
mothers, Mrs. Vernon Shown
the church fellowship hall a.m. at the club courts have a.m., Golf at 9:15 a.m., and cloth edged in lace and cen- rosebuds. Thehonoree opened
lace creating a solitaire
Miss Terri Erwin of Murray
sang "Savior Like A Shepherd
luncheon at 12 noon.
tered with an arrangement of her gifts.
immediately following the been released.
neckline in front and draping
and Miss Kris Dobroski of
Thursday's lineups are as
Lead Us." Other vocal
silk flowers in a brass conRefreshments of cheese
ceremony.
to fingertip length in the back.
Evansville, Ind., kept the
selections sung by Mrs.Shown
Ladies day events at Oaks tainer.
ball, crackers, nuts, mints,
The bride's table was follows:
Tiny fabric bows adorned the
guest
registers which were,
Court One-Renee Wynn, Country Club will include
were "The Greatest Of These'
The guest register was kept cake,and punch were served.
covered withan ivory floor
Golf
shoulders of the gowns. A
placed in the Vestibule of the
Kathy Mattis, Kathy Newton, and Bridge at 9:30 a.m.
Is Love" and ''Take Our match
lengt
h
linen
cloth.
and by Missy Orr.
Cente
ring and
ing bonnet with a side
churc
h.
The
tables were the table was
Sue McCoart.,
Lives."
luncheon at 12 noon.
The hostesses presented the
an arrangement
Zandra Barrow Was hostess
bow completed the ensemble.
covered with white satin floor
Court Two-Linda HaverThe processional began with
honor
ee with a toaster-oven.
of
red,
pink
for a bridal Tupperware
and
white
roses
They carried clustered
lengt
h
cloths
. Silver and and baby'
''Trumpet Voluntary -and the
Special activities are Approximately 65 guests were
shower held at the home of
s breath in a silver stock, Bett)/-Buckingham, Ann
cresent bouquets of fresh
crystal compotes holding
Haney,and Mug Rigsby.
bride entered to the Bridal garde
sched
uled at Kenlake State present or sent gifts_
wine
coole
Deecie Beale.
r
flank
d
by
pair
a
of
nias, silk daisies, and
single
burni
ng
white tapers silver branc
Court Three-Sue Spann, Park. ,For information call
Chorus from "1,ohengrin." glame
A corsage of small Tuphed
canel
abra
llias of the sweet pea
surrounded with white roses
Fellow workers of Mrs.
After the wedding vows were color,
with each holding five white 'Sandy- Coleman, Carol Hib- 474-2211.
perware items was presented
baby's
breat
h,
and
ivy
decor
ated
the
Willo
tables.
ughby at the Bank of
exchanged and the unity eucal
burning drers. Surrounding bard,and Frances Hulse.
to the honoree. Guests
yptus, and baker's fern
For her daughter's wedding
Friday's lineups are as
Murray Tiger Booster Club Murray honored her with a
the
cente
prese
r
taper
nted gifts of Tupperware
of
each
Mrs. McKinney was attired in
follows:
will meet at 8 p.m. at the shower.
to the honoree.
•
a formal gown of pink chif- candelabrum was a wreath of
Cake, nuts, and mints were
Court One-Annie Knight, Murray High School. All
roses of varying shades of red,
Refreshments of cookies
infonett
SHARON CARLISLE, Metairgor locki• Weatiierieri,
e.
The
molde
serve
d
Pam
d.
high
Gifts
Scott,
rise
were presented • and Coke were
ieserartioa
Leta Rushing, and terested persons are invited.
served.
Oirtriat Saes (*tuataras Walesa S. Mac, Marjorie N. **or
bodice was accented with a pink, and white entwined with Beverly Spann.
ivy.
711 Mein St., Murray
fluted crystal pleated ruffle,
753-GOGO (4646)
Court
Two
-Sandy Coleman,
The five tiered white
and the sheer long sleeves
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON. THRU FRI.
Thursday. June 28
Sandy
wedding cake was decorated Sheila _ Grogan,
_
were
also cuffed with a ruffle.
9 AM TO I PM SATURDAY
Magaz
ine Club will meet at
Brann
on,
and
Marilyn Adkins.
We are very pased to
She wore matching ac- with fresh roses matching
12 noon for a salad luncheon at
We Write Air Tickets For All Airlines While You Wait
Court
Three
-Lori
Rushi
announce that Meg Camthose
ng,
in the centerpiece and
cessories.
Norma Frank, Nancy Fan- the kome of Mrs. William S.
mack. bride-elect of Dale
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!!
"'NY(
Mrs. Parker, mother of the candelabra. Fruit punch was drich and Joy Waldr
Major,817 North 20th Street.
op.
serve
d
Mabry has selected her
from a silver punch
groo
m,
chose
to wear a formal
We Honor The Some Credit Cards
MIEN
pottery and stainless It
gown in old rose georgette bowl, Silver - appointments
Event
s
at
Land
Betwe
en
the
The Airlines Del Such As..,
from
egi
complete bridal
with pleated bodice and skirt were also used to serve
_Lake,5
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAM INSURANCE
assor
ted
nuts
and
mints
.
tied with a cummerbund. Her
Sense at 10:30 a.m., and
• acces
An ivory floor length linen
Meg and Dale will be
Animal and Plant Adaptations
sories were beige.
cloth draped the groom's table
Married .4ugust
at
2:30
p.m..
both
at
Cente
The
r
Disab
led American
NU F- 7.)1. WOMAN
which Was centered with an
%I I- En ".(
NE
Station.
In SA, r'irviAr,
arrangement of fruit and Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet
Thurs
(17
day,
June 28, at 7
flowers ih a brass revere bowl
CEIMIAL
on a large brass serving tray. p.m. at the American Legion
SIMPPIIII CENTER
Frosted chocolate cake Hall, South Sixth and Maple
PADUCAH PATIENT
decorated with chocolate Streets, Murray.
114 ISEM-TIRS.•91T.
All members and interested
Recently dismissed from
rosebuds Was served from
114 WEI.-2111116. a HIE
7534541 121 By-Pass
disabled veterans and their Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
14 SOMME
brass appointments.
wives
are
urged
was
atten
to
Houst
Rex
d.
on
of Murray.
Serving the guests were
— RAVI 1115--II IAPII 7
Mrs. Jack Crook, Madison.
PRICES 6000
Tenn., Miss Kathy D)'ke,
THRU SAT, JUNE 30
Benton, Miss Karen Hussung,
Lake Placid, N.
Miss
Eleanor Mills, Guston, Mrs.
Hugh Noffsinger, Murray,
THESE
Miss
Alice
parker,
Caruthersville,
Mrs:
David Wallace, Memphis,
Tenn., Mrs. Steve Waltrip,
Jacksonville, Ill., and Mrs.
Dwain Baldridge, Mt. Vernon,
T11.
*Dresses
Rice bags made of white net
*Jeans
tied with white satin ribbon *Suits
*Knit & Dress
SOL117;;;
1
Nk
were arranged in wicker
—*Mips
MINCE SALE
$1
*Dr
ess
Pan
ts
Shirts
baske
ts and distributed
LtI ass YD 45" WIDTH
*Shorts
YD
among the guests by Denise
Soil!)col ori PEVA'ALE
*Jeans
*Swirrfwear
7
*Swimwear
Randolph and Elizabeth
POLYESTER
-1
REG.$4.99
SMARTEST NEW FASHION
Mrs. G. M. Knight played
IDEA
L FOR SPORTSWEAR,
$3 99QUALITY-DESIGF
NELSselect
ions on the piano during
LOUN
LPmffits4DEAL
GE WEAR,DRESS-UP.
'the
UNIFORMS & SPORTSWEAR
N'T
OR MOST ANY OCCASION
reception.
An
arrangement of roses in a
epriay/n
sta
o.I compote adorned the

ed
ud
he

at
the
les
hn

Mrs. David Willoughby
Feted, Bridal Events

ord
ck
rt
on
op,
an,
om
11
ter,
es,
as
the
her k of
een
The
selF
cap'
a
ho

Group C Of Ladies
Tennis Plans Play
Thursday, Friday

oom
ble
dyer
with
her
Nell
the
. H.
w of
Bill

r

Doris,
of a
Miss
Mrs
larice
garet
burn,
ed on
was

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

AP,

Unit And Auffiliary
Of DAV Plan Meets

MO

HOLIDAY *
FRBRIC

COMPARE
9
PRICE
CHOPPING
SPECIALS

eit

P444
CORDUROY

99

EMENIMMBIEMU

The Shon)case

r,

Summer Vacation Sale
Sale Starts Wednesday 9:00 A.M.

STRETCH
TERRY

WHITE KNITS a

MILL REMNANTS
2c
KNITS Li KNITS
VALUES TOM 99 YARD
KNITS& WOVENS45"& 60"
MOST ARE/
3
4 TO 1 YD PIECES

$2,991,1399 QUALITY,SLIGHT
IRREGULARS-DOUBLE KNITS.
SINGLE KNITS-SOLIDS-FANCIES
POLYESTERS-COTTONS-SHEERSETC.

BOLTS I BOLTS

9;eie

NATURAL MUSLIN
99t QUAI.ITY
GREAT FOR FASHION
USE FOR CRAFT ITEMS
IDEAL QUILT RACKS 69
"

DENIM
1-7

VI'

POLYESTER & COTTON

PATTERRS

LARGEsacTioN

$2.913QUALITY
STURDY LEVI FINISH
INDIGO& NAVY BLUES

McCALL-BUTTERIQc
&SIMPIICITY. ENTIRE. •_ _
STOCK NOT INCLUDED

4

FOR

50c

:V POLYESTER THREAD
REG 454 SENXH.
WHITE ONI.Y
225 I'D SPOOIS
LIMIT 5SPOOLS

Ui
NVVVOM

I 1N

NtrOAA 3(33 gN

NVINOM i1C1

3N

NoAA

33N

For her going away ensemble the bride chose to
wear a soft pink two piece suit
with a sheer pale pink blouse
and accented with matching
accessories.
After a wedding trip to
Bermuda, the couple is at
home at1610 Olive Street,
Out of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McKinney, Sr., Belleview. Mo., Dr.
and Mrs. William.McK inney.
Jr., St.- Louis, Mo.; Mr. and;
Mrs. Kelsie- Calhou
Mrs.
J'OTln'Birdsong and K
Birdsong, Cadiz; Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Lester, Gracey, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Mason, Mr. and
Mrs. Van 'Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Lane, Padticah;
• Mrs. Fred Schultz, Frankfort;
Dr. and Mrs. Wendell Gordon
and Vickie Willie, Beriton;
Anne Ryan Cooper and .1(0

Boys 8 Girls

Infants
jackets

*Health-Tex Sets *Tops
*Shorts *Sunsuits

Lightweight

7he

30% 0„
Children's Fashions

Step' adeadder

Bei Air Shopping Center
.
15.3 1196

Firs 9 6 Mon Sat
9 9 Fro

Have a
Great
Vacation
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Looking Back

inion Pagç

10 Years Ago
L. J. Hortin, director of journalism at
Murray State University who has
distinguished himself as both teacher
and writer, will instruct one of four
classes in the Creative Writing
Workshop at Murray State University
June 30 to July 18.
Deaths reported include 0. J. OW I
Bazzell, 91, and the Rev. Charles C.
Thompson.

FDITOltIAL

as

War
faster than our supply.
We can blame OPEC, the oil
companies, government or all
of them for our supply
problems. But we only have
ourselves to blame for our
demand problems.
Individually, we can't
produce, refine or transport
more fuel. But each of us can
useless.
If we don't, we may end up
fighting one another at the gas,
pupas the truckers are
doing and as residents -of
California and other gas-short
areas have done.
In this "moral equivalent of
war," we can become our own
worst enemy. Or we can conserve—our "anunWition" by
reducing auto gips, organizing
car and van pools, and using
mass transit.
The choice is ours.

President Carter has called
the energy crisis "the moral
-equivalent of war." Before the
trucker's strike is over, it may
turn into a real war. •
The FBI is investigating the
Shooting death of a young
trucker in Alabama. There
have been scattered outbreaks
of violence, vandalism and
lawlessness in Kentucky, promGov. Carroll to call out
l
pting
e National Guard.
4_ The _strike is a desperate
tkie independent
"love
itruckers, who are being
liqueezed hard by soaring oil
;prices and limited supplies. But
too matter how just their cornVaints are, their strike won't
,produce another Trop(1fueV—
.14 If the truckers are given a
Iligger allocation of diesel, it
will only come at the expense of
bther users,like farmers.
• The basic problem in the
diesel market is the same as in
the energy market generally:
our demand has been rising

Bible Thought
And he that taketh not his cross, and
followeth after me, is not worthy of me.
— Matthew 10:38.
It is very difficult to be a follower of
Jesus of Nazareth. It takes effort, work
and even sacrifice to be a true
Christian.

Funny-,
Funny World

Letter To The Editor

The first case of mouth to fish
resuscitation is now on the record. Mrs.
Maura Doyne of Wells Road, Nottingham, England saved her goldfilik
Fred. The family cat Sooty knocked
over the tank and she found Fred apparently lifeless. She revived him by
blowing into his mouth. (Don't try it
with Jaws!
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
addressiAnd phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
•
intereA.
Editors reserve the. right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,-Ky. 42071.

Low Down
it,
rump

Thanks For
Use OfPool
Dear Editor:
The Murray-Calloway County Swim
Team woed like to express their appreciation to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hopkins for inviting the Swim Team to
use the Murray Tennis Center pool for
practice sessions while repairs are
being made to the intermediate pool at
the City Park. This pool is used by the
Red Cross Learn-To-Swim Program
while practice sessions by the Swim
Team take place in the main pool.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins' generosity in
donating their facility _las- made it
possible for the Murray-Calloway
County Swim Team and the Red Cross
Learn-To-Swim Class to continue to
function without interruption to their
programs.
We are very grateful to Pat and Bob
Hopkins for their interest and concern
for the youth of this community.
Murray-Calloway County,
Swim Team Association
FROM THE

The Murray Baseball Association
collected about $1,100 in its drive to
raise funds for the program yesterday
afternoon in a canvass conducted by
boys who play in the leagues, the
managers of the beams, and interested
persons. The drive was necessary since
the'United Fund closed.
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"Refiners would be required to phase
in substitute fueLs, beginning in 1981,
with quantities increasing to 10 percent
of their total gasoline production by
1987. They could mix the fuels themselves, or contract with others to do it...
"Estimates of the consumer cost of
motor fuel under this program vary
greatly, as you might expect. But it is
clear the price will be cheaper than it
would -be without the program. Spot
checks from OPEC are now over $20 a
barrel], and in one recent case, over
$50, . .
"Shale oil would range from $20 to $25'
per barrell. Alcohol prices would range
from $20 to a little under $50. Liquid
from coal would have an intial price
range of $25 to $40, but the top end of
that projection would be reduced to No.
30 by 1985.
"Clearly, this program will not bring
back the era of cheap energy. But it
will, at the very least stabilize the incredible price hikes which will otherwise occur. . .
"The message to OPEC will be that
we have a serious program, putting us
on the road to energy independence,
and that they would be well advised to
deal with us in a reasonable manner...
The Members joining me are: Mr.
Anderson (I11.), Mineta (Calif.. Emery
(Me.), Simon (III.), Wampler (Vt.),
Glickman (Kansas), GrandisOn (Ohio),
Bedell (lows, Perkins Me.), Heckler
(Mass.i, Neal(Iowa). Moorhead (Pa.),
Madigan 1111.1, D'Amours
Johnson (Cola.). Baldwin (Wk.), Richmond (N.Y.), Panetta (Calll.)... .

CRUMP'S GRASS .
ROOTS COMMENT
Passage of H. R. 4345 would put little
stratn-on the oil companies. Many have
an interest in coal and oil shale
properties.
_Carl-Cr just might get the message.

—

How One Football Coach Solved
Some OfHis utF"-oems
+++
A little more on the summer meeting
Coach_ Hollowell, who also calls
of the Kentucky Press Association
himself "just a dumb old -football
weekend before last in Cave City...
On the program also was Henderson player," is an entertaining and
County High School football coach Mojo humorous speaker.- He tells this little
Hollowell. He had been brought before story,- which I particularly enjoyed.
It seems that Henderson County's
the press association by Walt Dear,
publisher of the Henderson Gleaner- football fortunes were at an all-time low
Journal. Walt also is the new president when he ink over the program..,It Was
hard to renember when the team last
of the KPA.
Hollowell, who describes himself as had won a game.
In one of his initial meetings with the
"someone who can't stand to see
anything thrown away or wasted," told squad, he was emphasizing that most
the news people of the newspaper football games lost are lost at the tackle
recycling program he and his position — either just inside tackle or
assistants have organized and per- just outside tackle — when he noticed
une of his players, a great big boy,
petually operate in Henderson.
They receive old newspapers, card- rodding and almost asleep in the back
board, aluminum cans and scrap metal
for recycling, and their efforts return
them more than $13,500 a year to help
finance the school's football program.
Working with a recycling firm in
Evansville, he, with the help of The
Gleaner and the local radio station, has
educated the people of Henderson and
the surrounding area to bring their old
newspapers,cardboard and what4iave-.
you to the school and to put them into
one of two large trailer vans left there
.and periodically picked up by the
Evansville processor.
His is a fascinating program and one
which the Murray High Band Boosters.
who always are ti-ying to raise money to
send the band here or there, might well
take a look at — providing, of course
that the group hasn't already tried this
method of fund raising.
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Calloway County
1822-1976

(A Column for Readers' Ir)ao Haven't Time to
Review -the Congressional Record Daily)

REPRESENTATIVE JAMES M.
JEFFORDS (Vt.) ". . . Today myself
and 19 of my colleagues, a bipartison
group, are introducing a bill (H.R.4345)
because like most Americans, we are
tired of being at the mercy of OPEC.
We want our Nation to re,gain control
over our own destiny.
"We propose-to put a cap on what
OPEC can charge us, by providing an
alternative to buying their oil. We
propose to do that by making the best
use of our sources, and of our dynamic
free enterprise system.
"Our proposal. the fuels replacement
hal, creates an assured market for
substitute fuels. Any number of
alternatives are available or can be
produced to meet this mandate, including alcohol from wood, grain, or
garbage, synthetic fuel from coal or oil
from shale. The fuels used would be
determined by the. marketplace
competition. There would be no cost to
the Federal Government, except for
enforcement.
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tiarrott's Galley

Congressional
Record

Bill Challenges OPEC

Francisco Valle S from Honduras
discussed life in his home country at the
meeting of the New Concord Seekers 4H Club held at the _Garvin
. _ Phillips'
home.
Dr. Ronald Babb will began his
practice of dentistry in Murray,on June
27.

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
copyright, WI
•-•••+•++++++444-4-•-•-•4
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Simmering hostilities seethed uithin the hearts of men d
turav
the urgent pleas appearing in virtually every-ii§iie of the
Ledger that the peeple would suffer indefinitely unless ey could
the streets
be resolved. With the militiamen being recalled f
ul canopy of green
of Murray and the mud roads of the county, a ho
Obseri:ance of the
and red tinsel surfaced in hypocriticaL moc
contentment from country
holiday season was spiced in the flav,
sausage glutting the market follm g the seal cold spell before the
Yule. Events of import were in the bag for the coining year, though
not of economic sinifhui as- the, struggle -to gain highe. 1 k C5
for tobacco. An unseen relationship persisted to bind the innocent
and the guilty in fires, a force as deadly as typhoid in surtimer and
coniumption the year round.
If it were a fire, it was the depredation of Night Riders, no
matter how innocent may have been the accused for the climate
for deception was ripe with possibilities for any and all arsonists
who prospered in deviltry for revenge, insurance policies, and the
myriad of other inclinations designed for rgOtten gains.
On the night of Jan, 13, 19N, TyiaiLir lire swept away the
businesses and structures Of Everett Holland's Cafe; Asher Graham's
two buildings, Banks & Holland PO4p1 Room, and the Dr. P. A. Hart
and Radford building, all located on the north side of Main Street
between 4th and 3rd streets. Destruction amounted to a staggering
$19,000. In addition to the physical ruin, extensive damage and loss
occurred when stocks of merchandise had to be removed from
Murray Harness Shop, Sexton & Farley Hardware, Gaius Adams
Barber Shop and Pressing Parlor, awl Dumas Allbritten's business
and living quarters. Volunteer firemen lugged and piled merchandise into any convenient location.
Supposing the expansive blaze was of incendily origin had
, a reasonable foundation. An holgr pr• vious to the big blaze a coal
how& belonging -to -George Wallis on Depot *( Maple) Street _caught
fire,As. a result firefighters were concentrated on the coal hotise
blaze when -the other fire Originating in the Holland Cafe burst
into flames, raging out of control, before the fire volunteers were
alerted by the whole sky lighting up. ver the square. The coincidence of the two bumings was naturally linked in the gossip of
townspeople. A trail of arson could lie linked with this fire and subsequent fires for the next 20 years, lint no effort was aver' made to
put the jigsaw firebug puzzle together.
t?

To Be Continued

_2()Years Ago
Army Pvt. Reed D. Henderson, son of
Mrs. Lillie
E. Henderson, Hardin
Route I, recently arrivetrir Germany
_ and is now a member -Of the Fifth
Artillery.

of the room.
"Jack!" roared the coach, jarring
the big fellow awake.
"Yeah, coach!" the rows boy
replied, straightening up.
"Jack, where are the most football
gamts lost?" the coach demanded,
somewhat angered because of the boy's
inattention. _
"Why, coach," stammered the boy.
"Right here at Henderson County, I
guess."
One afternoon at the summer KPA
meetings always is set asidefor "fun
time." They have all kinds of activities
tennis, golf,
a. which -to-participata
sight seeing and the like.
Naturally, Gene McCutcheon, The
Murray Ledger & Times editor, my
colleague, Dwain McIntosh, and I
played in the golf tournament, hosted
this year by our counterparts at
Western Kentucky University, Dee
Gibson and Don Armstrong.
Don, incidentally, is leaving his post
as director of public relations at
Western Juky 1 to take over -as
executive secretary of the Kentucity
Press Association and will be moving to
Frankfort.
Anyway, the golf tournament was
played on an 18-hole course not far from
Mammoth Cave but so far back in the
woodsthey should have given an award
to whomever simply found it.
The three of uS scored well on it,
however, and Gene brought home the
top prize, a revere bowl. Dwain finished
in third place and received a dozen new
golf balls.
It was the mosquitos. though, that
almost did us in. I have never see,p,such
swarms of mosquitos in
reolrldI
thought I saw mosquitos dering liW
War II when we maneuvered among the
swamps of southeast Arkansas, but
they were nollaing like these on that golf
course.
Theirlireeding place was a stagnant
rod in front of the 16th green, and you
first became aware of them when you
reathed the 12th graton, which was
about 100 yards to one side of the 16th.
Then when you came back to the 15th
green and then played the 16th hole,
they literally covered you up.
I had a 3-foot putt for a par on the 16th
hole and never got to putt it because the
mosquitos were so thick. When I bent
over the ball, they simply covered both
my arms and trouser legs, while my
back felt like a thousand needles were
being stuck in it. I simply picked up my
bail-and rart.
The pro later told us that until that
day they hadn't noticed any mosquitos.
Apparently, they had just hatched,
were hungry and preferred far West
Kentucky meat. It was just our stroke
of luck to be there just at the right time
to provide it for them.
Can't you just picture one of them
landing on my neck, cupping a paw to
his mouth and yelling back toward the
pond, "Smorgasbord!"

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Western thinkers are not, as a group,
known for their feminist attitudes. In
fact, the notion that women are simply
not as good as men has a long history.
The early Christian apologist Ter,tullian .(ca. 160—ca. 130 AD) wrote a
tract entitled The Apparel of Women; it
Contained the following piece of advice:
Submit your head to your
husbands, and you will be enough
adorned. Busy your hands with
spinning; keep your feet at home;
and you will 'please' better than by
arraying yourself In gold. Clothe
yourselves with the silk of
uprightness, the fine linen . of
holiness, the purple of modesty.
Thus painted, you will have God as
)(lir !Aver!

The Rev. Steven-Cobb sill be thespeaker at the Coldwater Baptist
Church starting June 28, according to
the pastor, the Rev. A. R. Harris.
Births reported include a girl,
Louanne, to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sledd on
June 15.
Miss Betty Charles Bondurant,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0.
Bondurant of Murray, was married to
Louis Wayne Brown, on of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Brown of Lake City and
Providence, on June 20 at the First
Baptist Church here.
Pat Murdock is a student at Freed
Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn.
Pure pork sausage is listed at 19 cents
per pound in the ad for Patittr's Food
Market this week.

1 Years Ago
Donating their time, four firemen
worked to hel beautify the City Park
yesterday in rcparation for the
summer events Ineluding the County
Fair. They were Chief W. 0. Spencer,
R. C. Hart, Cecil Outland, and Mac W.
King.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dillard
Lee Finney,_ 81.
The Rev. Wenal H. Rone is serviog
as pastor of the. Memorial Baptist
Church.
Two men and a woman barely
escaped a tragedy June '24 when the
motor on their small boat would not run
and the boat was pulling dangerously
close to an open spillway at Kentucky
Dam. They managed to get the motor
started just in time, bystanders said-.
tified,
The people in the boat were not idenShowing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Adventure ,In Baltimare" starring
Robert Young, Shirley Temple, and
John Ayar.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 26, the 177th
day of 1979. There are 188 days left in.,.
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, delegates from 50
nations, meeting in San Francisco,
signed the United Nations Charter.
On this date:
In 1284, according to legend, the Pied
of Hamelin, Germany, lured 130
children from the town. Their fate was
never determined.
In 1541, the Spanish conquistador,
Francisco Pizarro, was slain in Lima,
Peru.
In 1549, the 17 provinces of the
Netherlands were declared independent of the Holy Roman Empire.
In 1844, President John Tyler
married Julie Gardiner in a secret
wedding in New York.
In 1941, FLnL,.d announced that it
was at war with the Soviet Union for the
second time in two years.
In 1944, Allied forces captured
CherbOurg, France from the Nazis.
Ten years ago: There was afrious
racial violence in the Midweste0 cities
of Kokomo, Ind., Cairo,.• lit., and
Omaha, Neb.
;
Five years ago: Thatimpestuous 10year marriage of Elizabeth Taylor and
Richard Burton was dissolved in a
Swiss courtroom.
One year ago:'A- bombing it -the
Versailles Palace ia France 'wrecked :
three rooms cimtaining art works
celebrating the Napoleonic Era..
Today's birthdays: Writer Colin
Wilson is 48. Electrical engineer and
Inventor William Lear is 72.
Thought for today: No matter how
fair the sun shines, still it must set —
Ferdinand Raimund, Austrian actor
and playwright. 1790-1K18
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...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
Meanwhile, Mississippi
Gov, Cliff Finch took practice
spins around the governor's
mansion in Jackson early
today before leaving on a
cross-country trip aboard an
I8-wheeler to learn first hand
the problems confronting the
nation's truckers.
As the truckers' protest of
high diesel fuel prices and the
55 mph speed limit entered its
'third week, some drivers
pledged to expand their
blockades. In other areas,
however, the strikers were
er• slowly packing up their picket
lines and going back to work.

NATIONAL
By The Associated Press
Striking truckers picketed
Nebraska beef packing plants
and New Yorkers worried
about a shortage of meat, as
Tennessee offered a reward to
discourage violence against
drivers venturing down the
state's highways

recent moderation in farm
and wholesale food prices
could begin showing up in
smaller price increases at
but
stores,
grocery
economists say they are not
optimistic.
Those economists were
watching the Labor Department's index of consumer
prices for May,being released
today, for signs of whether the
slight improvement in retail
food prices in April has continued.
Consumer prices rose 1.1
percent in April and stood 10.4
percent ahead of April 1978.
INTERNATIONAL
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
( AP) — President Anastasio

Somoza's troops battled
Sandinista guerrillas in the
muddy streets of eastern
Managua after an aerial
bombardment but made little
headway. •
"The guard tried to move in
nght after the bombing. The
guerrillas popped up out of
their holes and let them have
it," AP photographer John
Hogland reported after a visit
to the battleground in the
slum
eastern
capital's
barrios.

Italians Express Themselves In
Any Situation By Sign Language
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent'
ROME AP ) — When it
comes to expressing themselves in any situation, you've
got to hand it to the Italians. If
you don't, they'll hand it to you
in sign language you may
never forget.
Although gifted with one of
loveliest
the
world's
languages, the language of
Petrarch and Dante and grand
opera, the Italians have a
passion for pantomine, for
finger phonetics, that would
render them eloquent in a
speechless world.
Above the roar of Rome's
the
against
traffic,
background din of screeching
sirens and bellowing police
whistles, a pair of Italian taxi
drivers caught in a rush-hour
fender bender can convey
their emotions in a series of
flamboyant gestures that,
without a blow being struck,
add up to a two-man not with
enough hand signals left over
to tell . the. police and
bystanders where.to go and
how to get there..
If civilization as we know it
suddenly went silent, the
Italians could still sing_ bel
canto below the collar button

and never miss a note or a
nuance.
Italian body language,
spoken mainly with the arms,
hands and fingers, c
responsible for a rich and e-i*
growing literature.
When barbarian hordes
besieged the.gates of Rome,
Caesar's legionik rebuked
them with the ribald salute of
affixing the ape; of thumb to
the tip of the nose and tootling
an. imaginary trumpet. Like
the "digitus impudens,"
known in the vulgate as the
finger, this wordless One-liner
is still with us in impolite
conversation.
Ted Williams, according to
sports writer Red Smith, was
once tossed out of a game up in
Boston after fans booed him
for striking out with the bases
including
"for
loaded
everyone from home plate to
the right field foul line in a
Roman gesture
classic
reminiscent of a man With a-particularly pesky mosquito
in the crook of his elbow."
That gesture also enjoys
common modern usage. _
Other silent signs of the
times and __mores_ in.,1,14tly__
might not be so well known,
around the world.
When an Italian joins all his
fingertips together, as if

holding an imaginary pinch of
salt, it means these are the
facts he is giving you, this is
the gist of his argument, and
you can take it without a pinch
of salt.
If he delivers the gesture
with two handfuls of the same,
all fingertips together like a
priest elevating a host, it
means you can believe him on

his mother's eyes and his
daughter's honor.
Ibe worst that can be said of
an Italian by' another Italian
saying
without
anyone
anything is to raise the pinky
and pointer finger to form a
pair of horns. This means your
wife is playing around and
why not, being married to a
creep like you?
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

GENEVA, Switzerland
(AP) — The Organization of
Exporting
Petroleum
WASHINGTON
Countries opens its 54th
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
meeting today with its 13
members already agreeing
that they are going to raise
their base price for crude oil
but still arguing about how
much the increase will be.
Analysts predicted a new
price of just uncier 820 a
1975 Chevrolet Caprice Station Wagon, Estate
barrel, adding a nickel a
equipment, 9 passenger, power steering, power
gallon to the price of gasoline
brakes,air conditioner, lug rack.
and heating il in the United
States.
under
service
penalty for that
SA Price
By SY RAMSEY
Ilea Price
the arrangements because it
Associated Press Writer
TOKYO(AP) -: President
$2,775.00
failed to provide minimum
to Cleancoal. That fee Carter expressed confidence
tonnage
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
showed up on customers' fuel today that the seven-nation
Kentucky Utilities Co. is
economic conference in Japan
adjustment charges.
drawing up a new coal
The new talks with Clean- will produce a consensus plan
-to deal With en-My toes.
includes competitive ,bids,
He also called for steppedresponsibility of KU
financial
So. 12th St., Murray, Ky.,753-2617
though not on a sealed basis.
up international efforts to aid
a minimum amount of coal
if
The company made the
from
the stream of refugees
mew ,
is not delivered.
4111 ag411" ffilm mew 1411m "Ow
brief disclosure Monday after
Indochina.
by
Under questioning
a question by Glenda Beard of
the attorney general's con- Morris Burton,an attorney (or_
sumer protection division the energy commission, KU
during a hearing by the state agreed that one of its threeEnergy Regulatory Corn- tors, James Codell of WinNext lime you get the urge to mission.
..chester, who also is director of
play around in Florida . .
commission chairman --Cltancol, will not participate_
But
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
Cleancol-KU
the
the state s most complete play- Perry White cut off further in
ground for singles and families discussion, saying the hearing negotiations.
alike Check these features . involves only the fuel adThe hearing was the fourth
C 650 ft on Beach & Ocean
justrnent charges of KU, the in 15 months on problems
•300 Rooms Efficiencies
largest electric utility in the stemming from the severe
Suites & Apartments
D Restaurant & Lounge
1977-78 winter, and KU
state.
-0 4aaght Club. Dancing &
representatives stressed that
that
connection,
In
company
Entertainment
that
the
they could find no significant
reiterated
officials
CI 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Playground
extra charges for higher coal short weightilig of coal
Shuffleboard - costs during the bitter winter deliveries.
D Basketball, Game Room
•
Lewis said an inventory at
of 1977-78 could not be helped.
C Sauna. Exercise Rooms
Milton Lewis, a vice the huge Ghent plant on May
C Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
C Color TV & Refrigerator
president of KU, said the firm 1, 1978 showed a coal shortage
•Tenqis & Golf Privileges
has ordered truck weighing of only .4 percent, which he
What a buy! A six-pack of Pepsi-Cola Money-Back
C 65 Miles to Disney World
scales at three substations by said is well within normal
Dally,door-to-door Bus
Quarts. More than six five-ounce servings in every bottle,
Service available
Nov. 1, which he indicated bounds,
Free chaise lounges
topped by a reseal cap that helps lock in that great Pepsi
Other than questioning coal
.0
would resolve the issue of
Ample self parking
that
supplies
whether KU wag short- truckers about
taste. Money back,too. The refund means you only buy the # i
Come play in our playground
X
may have been dumped elsehIts Daytona's most complete weighted on coal it ordered
store,so there's 7
to
easy
they're
And
bottle.
the
not
Pepsi,
%
year 'round fun resort! • I
were before,delivery, there is
during the winter in question.
always enough Pepsi on handior family and friends. Get4
nothing more to be done,-he
ikiffe other officials also
DaYMrla*s
t
a six-pack of Pepsi in money-back quarts today!
asta w ay said negotiations are in said.
i
;
•
BEACH MOTEL
I progress with Cleancoal
KU President William
•••.-00
I
Terminals of Ghent, which Bunchanan asked the energy.
1
2075 S Atlantic Ave
I
P0 Box 7437
under a contract with KU commission to hold off a
Daytona Beach, Fla 32016 I
I
unloaded rail cars onto barges decision on KU's attempts to
h (904) 255-6461
I and moved them a quarterI PleasW send new color
ease its obligation to Cleancol
- I mile down the Ohio River'to
brochure & rate sheet
until the talks are finished.
I the Ghent plant's barge
I)vame
He said the company plans
I Str. 1
unloading facility.
build its own loading facility
to
I
State
I City
KU had to pay a $715,000 at Ghent.
"4

AKEMILIE
III..Kentucky Utilities Draws
DAYT011111

U,n New Code For Coal

$2,475.00

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

New!Money-Back
uartsfrom Pepsi-Cola.
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Now in handy 6-pacfm..
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An
all-you-can-eat
treatfor
fish lovers

Everyday
Through July 12, 1979

299

You get all the fish and fryes you can eat
for one low price.
Start off with our crispy fish fillets, golden
fryes and fresh cole slaw. If that doesn't fill
you up, come back for more fish and fryes!

We give you lots of reasons to love us.
on lone Joon Sit;ara, Inc AN lights reserve

Longg0h
'

•

Siirver

SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 South 12th
Murray Ky.

•it •CO'S,LPED T•

CI Pep, C ,

APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo,
BOTTLED BY Paducah Bottling CO rschlesh. Ky. UNDER
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Art and RealityJoin
In Finding a Home

Mansard HasDevelopedInto
HOMES FOR AMERICANS Case ofMistaken Invention,
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ish is in reasonably good condiBy ANDY LANG
tion. SoMetimes, you will find
AP Newsfeatures
that all the cabinet needs is a
thorough cleaning. Since the
these
s
While kitchen cabinet
wood should be cleaned whethof
clays are made of a variety
or not a new finishing mateer
faced
materials, including those
will be applied, you can
rial
many
with laminated plastic,
make the decision after the
home owners still prefer wood
cleansing procedure. The first
surfaces, believing, quite propstep is to take off the old wax.
erly, that they impart a kind of
Use a commercial remover, alwarmth to the room.
though .turpentine or mineral
It must be admitted, though,
spirits may be used if desired.
that wood is a bit more difficult
Whatever you use, it's always
to maintain than plastic in an
wise to provide plenty of ventiarea which is continually Sublation in the room, If some dirt
jected to grease and grime.
still remains on the wood surConstant attention to the finface after the removal- of the
ished surfaces is necessary not
wax, wipe it with a soft, clean
only beta-Use of the dirt that
cloth that has been soaked in
settles on the doors and frames
lukewarm water and a mild
of the cabinets, but because evsoap mixture. Dry the wood at
erything in a kitchen is handled
once, section by section, rather
more than in other rooms.
than waiting until you complete
That's why there are usually
the entire cabinet.
signs of wear and tear around
Remember that a new finish,
the door handles of the cabiwhatever it is, will not adhere
nets. properly to a glossy surface.
The door-handle area can
Therefore, all glossy ,areas
sometimes be made to look new
must be given a light sanding.
again with a little cleaning, a
is to use one of
little retouching and a little . An alternative
the liquid products Made espewax.-Speaking of wax, it must
cially to eliminate the sanding
be thoroughly removed before
chore, after which the final finany attempt is made to match
ishing material can be applied.
the marred portion with the
If the old finish is lacquer,
surrounding surface. And, of
you can apply almost any finish
course, that is also true if you
a penetrating
decide to refinish the entire • over it except can be used
material, which
cabinet, no matter what type of
only on raw wood. But don't apfinishing material you plan to
ply lacquer over varnish or
use.
over anyttting else but lacquer,
Should the old finish be reotherwise it may damage the
moved entirely if the cabinet is
old finish. There is a wide
finold
the
if
Not
'
to be redone
choice of finishing materials for
your cabinets, including regular
varnish, shellac, epoxy or one
the many plastics available
of
a
Everyone who lives in
days. It will be easier to
these
house has a roof. But how wipe the cabinets clean in the
know
really
ydo-the
muchmonths and years ahead if wag_
about roofing and what is applied to them after the
new finish is thoroughly dry.
functions it performs?
A 16mm color film, "On
(The techniques of using varRoofs," shows and tells
lacquer, shellac, stain,
nish,
about.
all
is
g
what roofin
etc., are detailed in
bleach,
the
by
The film, produced
booklet. -Wood
Asphalt 'Roofing Manufac- Andy Lang's
Finishing in the Home," which
turers Association, covers can be obtained by sending 35
the historical significance cents and a long, STAMPED,
of roofs and explores what a.I [-addressed envelope to
the advances in roofing Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hunttechnology mean to con- ington, N.Y. 11743.)
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Looking at Older Home?
Proceed With Caution

Yosi can afforsLa hause
Maybe not a new one. But,
how" about a used one?
There are millions of them
-iind---and'sales are keeparo
ing pace. According to real
estate experts, the turnover
of existing homes in 1979 is
expected to approach 4million,, better than double
the 1.6-to1.7-million rate of
new home construction forecast by the National Association of Home Builders,

Buying an older home
can be a pleasure or a pain,
depending on the amount of
expertise you bring to your
search. The mostisspocta nt
part of it is a sober appraisal of the home's attributes
and flaws.

mansard roof
sari only popularized a
design already in'uee. The
structure of the mansard
roof consists of two sets of
rafters; the lower set sloping at a steep pitch, the upper at a shallow pitch:
This design allows greater
headroom and the use of
more floor apace in the attic;
an improvement over the
popular, steep-pitched roofs
of French chateaux.
The popularity of, the
mansan roof is herdly diminished though its namesake was not its originator. The high visibility of
the mansard roof encourages, the use of aesthetically pleasing -roof coverings, such as three-dimen-

sioritiragplialt shingles-.
Though they complement
any architectural design,
these multi-layered shin-

their rujigsci,

attractive s.hadowlines add
special distinction to the
curb appeal of mansard
roofs. With the choice of aappealing
and
popular
earthtone color, such as
brown or beige, these shingles create a mansard roof
that serves to relate a home
to its environment.
Along with striking appearance is the added durability of modern asphalt
shingles: Designed to last
up to 25 years or more with
minimal maintenance, asOMB shingles. -provide a
home ,withi .long-lasting
protection:
the prospect
. When facingauSph
et
of reroofing,
gles offer another advantage. In many cases, they •
can be applied over the old
roofing material. eliminating the need for a tear off
and reducing the coat of

reroofing.
•
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honored by having inventions or products named
after them. Then there are
thoee who are lucky enough
to have their names linked
to other people's discoveries.
One example of-an incorrect association is the mansard; synonomous with the
roof
French
classical
design.
Francois Mansard, or
more accurately M,ansart,
was a 17th century French
architect. Combining harmonious propottionii and
simplicity with minimal exterior ornamentation, Mensart's influence signaled a
new classic period in French
architecture.-He was ap,pointed royal architect under King Louis XIII. His
---bestAnown original design
is the Val de Grace church
in Paris. The-mansard roof,
however, is -not one of his
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isn't-crumbling.
Inspect the attic for adesuate ,ventilation. Look for

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsleatures
Anyone who has ever looked
at a piece of commercially
made furnIthre and sighed for
The daysof good, old-fashioned-craftsmanship,should
rejoice.
A small but vital group of
American craftsmen is keeping
alive the tradition of fine workmanship in handmade wood
furniture of outstanding creativity.
These woodworkers, who are
seattered all-over the council,
got a chance to show the public
just how good -good" can be in
an exhibition of handmade furnitire which opened recently at
the American Craft Museum in
New York.
The imbibition will remain on
view in New York through July ,
.
is. after which_ and travel
Cana.
throughout the -U.S._dP.
There are more than 40
pieces on display and another

CLOUD CHAIR
60 shown on video slides The
pieces run the gamut from
chairs to tables, bookcases,
sd/as, clocks, lamps and other
accessories You are unlikely tu
find anything like them on retail sales floors anywhere

-*0well. Min
save little or no insulation,
which means they are exaensive to heat and cool.
Don't be so carried away ,Look for dark water stains
by the charm of some older
in the underside of the roof
homes with ,high ceilings,
lecking,a sign that the roof
larger rooms, plaster walls, has a leak or is worn out.
and detailed woodwork that
Another indication is to
you overlook faults such as
,00k at the roofs of other
ancient plumbing, inademimes in the neighborhood. .
•
Or a worn-out
If they were built at the
& e. Irtg
/Ian/on-gum
.
furnac
same timie and several have
new roofs, it may mean the
Whether new or used, a
-on -the home you're
rod
home represents a major interested in is due for
should
you
so
investment
replacement. Best of all,
be prepared to do some
advises ARMA, is to deterbegin
you
researeh when
mine the age of the roof. A
s
1 king at specific house
of standard shingles.' —
roof
Wa clothes you won't
15 years aId -or older, is
mind -getting dirty so you
The latest figures from
for replacely..d
tant
probah
impor
can check out
the Bureau of Labor Statis
\
tics are testimony to the areas like • e attic and • ment
ell as the
basement as
In the basement, use a
effect inflation has had on
disposable incomes. A Con- living areas. Brin along a
nknife to probe floor .
,
ams and cellar windows What a difference a new r6of makes in the apsumer Price Index of 204.7 flashlight, a penk
pair of binoculars, a check-to be tore they are sound. pearance of an older home. These three-dimenmeans it now costs consumers $204.70. to purchase, list, a small notebook and
Check-the basement walls sional asphalt shingles in a handsome earthtone
cracks and excessive shade have deep, attractive ehadow lines that give
items tbat would have Cost sientis tatelliates.
re. Elsewhere, exa- the roof a rugged appearance. Designed to last up to
moistu
$186.90 a year ago.
of
line
A hcfrne'a first
ws and doors-to 25 years or more, today's asphalt shingles require
windo
Though many a homemine
elee against the
owner carries • theft insur- 'defens, says the Asphalt see if they open and close minimal maintenance.
_
ance as protection against mentsng Manufacturers As easily arid are adequately
-his car being stolen, he may Roofi ion, is a sound roof weatherstripped.
overlook the way inflation sociat as good a place as
Finally, it's often worth
s
depletes the dollar value of That'to
spending the money for an
thorough
a
begin
an),
sionhis hotneowner insurance.
Use binoculars to assessment by a profes
The typical homeowner, check. the condition of the al house inspector, especialcheck
according to a survey for
you have found a"
roof from the ground. Look ly when
r magareally like and are
you
home
• Professional Builde
- home-for -bre-kens
d- is
zine,--htis---OWneh
consi ering buying-itmean
could
It
es.
shingl
sing
for nearly six years, bought
These precautions should
water damage or that the
it for less than $40,000 and
gE a tong way • towards
roof needs to be replaced
nearly
for
it
sell
to
s
expect
insuring that your dream
Also check flashing around
$62,000. But the typical
s to be
valley
house represents a sound
and
eys
chimn
to
homeowner may fail
tment rather than an
inves
g,
loose
is
missin
none
sure
make the connection that
sive lemon. expen
jhe
sure
Make
rusty.
or
the $40,000 home he purchased just six years- ago
will now cost more than
.
to replace.
• $60,"
Some property insurance
. pollcies, however, are availsumers.
- able with what is known as
Suitable for showing to
inflation guard, or estabcommunity
and
civic
Since 11116
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age.
cover
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AP Newsfeatures
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IS
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pletely unnecessary. Which
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Th ere's more to a new roof water front
correct'
owners find invaluable
Q. - I am having a new roof
than the cost of the—iiMir------the,rvalve on the side of the involves the fire safety of
A.- Suspending a new brush
'
didn't
you
Three
But
asphalt shingles put on. How
unit.
it.
g
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go
that
of
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their roofs. Asphalt roofing
the
that
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spec
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aspha
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dimensiona
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is among the building maup
last
last'
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depending on a number
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weather
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new
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cost
the
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e may 'be outside your testing organization. Buildtroubl
getting into the joints by applv •
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this with your roofer, especially
ning the guarantees or
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The woods,- worknumship,
- creativity, liveliness and humor
of the pieces are impressive
And a chat with some of the
furruture makers at the opening
of the show made it clear that
intelligence, mastery of craft
and respect for,the- tradition of
woodworking are among their
important assets.
Since many of the contributors to the show are on the
south side of 40, it seems clear
that today's young craftsmen
are fully qualified to translate
the values of the past into the
idiom of the present.
What turns someone on to the
anachronistic craft of making
furniture by hand, we asked at
the opening
Judy Kensley McKie, an artist from Roston, put it very
simply "I needed a chair "
When she made her first
chair 10 years-ago, Ms. McKie
found the experience so satisdying, that she readily found
reasons to create more furniture for herself.
Eventually, friends and acquaultances began asking for
custom-made pieces. - Today, Judy, KensleY McKie
maintains a studio and builds
furniture to order.
She and other exhibitors who
earn their living by their craft
find a growing public for oneof•a-kind pieces that may qualify as the heirlooms of the fu- ,
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The NBA Draft
Several Teams Help Themselves...
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Who got the
best of the National Basketball Association draft?
LOS Angeles, Chicago, New
York, Detroit and Milwaukee
ihad the first five picks in
Monday's lottery, and all
appear to have done well.
But Seattle and New Jersey
may have done best of all.

ip,
Or

ve
the

The NBA champion Sorties,
owning the sixth and seventh
picks because of deals, cashed
them in for 6-foot-9 centerforward James Bailey of
Rutgers and guard Vitiate
doh can af Baylor
Bailey gives the Sorties a
good big man who should fit
right in with players like Jack
Sikina, Lonnie Shelton and
Torn LaGarde and provide

I at
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picked. He's a 6-6 Willis
Reed."
Robinson, a 6-9, 220pounder, elected to pass up his
final two years of college
eligibility to turn pro. He
played center in college but
the Nets have him penciled in
at power forward, and he likes
the idea.
Los Angeles, meanwhile,
came away from the festivites
at the Plaza Hotel with Earvin'
"Magic" Johnson signed,
sealed and ready for delivery.
The L.akers apened the draft
by picking the 6-8 guard from
Michigan State, and two hours
later Johnson put his
-signature on ,a contract that
reportedly mils for $3 million
over five years. The Leiters
and Johnson had agreed to
contract terms last month.

tlatt Is First SE Selection

err

the
ear
en

,,,e •-•
extra rest for aging forwards
But they Still managed to
John Johnson and Paul Silas. strengthen their frontcourt
Vinnie Johnson, meanwhile, is with the eighth and llth picks
a highly rated backcourtman on the first round, taking
who will give Seattle depth at highly touted Calvin Natt of
that position.
Northeast Louisiana and 19"We feel we got two quality year-old Cliff Robir of
players," Coach Lenny Southern Cal.
Wilkens said. "Bailey gives us
a lot of versatility and Johnson
"It's quite an unbelievable
is a take-charge,run-the-show draft for the Nets," Coach
type of guard."
Kevin Loughery said. "I
expect both of these players to
"There's no better team to put in an awful lot of
be drafted by than Seattle," minutes."
Bailey said. "I think playing
Natt, 6-5 and 225 pounds,
with people of their caliber averaged 24.4 points and 10.9
will help me, and it will give rebounds per game and drew
thenunore.depth."
ravegfrom Lougheq, •
New Jersey would like to
"He always gives 100 perhave gotten Bailey, a local cent," Loughery said. "I
favorite since the Nets play never expected him to be
their home games at the available. We felt he would be
Rutgers Athletic Center.
one of the top three players

By the Associated Press
Calvin Natt became the first
player selected from the
Southeast when he was chosen
by the New Jersey Nets in the
first round of thi NationaT
Basketball Association college
draft.
Nett, a 6-foot-5 toward from
Northeast Louisiana who
scored 2,581 career points,
was the eighth player chosen
• in Monday',opening round.
Other players from the
Southeast selected in the first
round were Reggie King of
Alabama, the .18th pick_
Kansas City; Wiley Peck of
Mississippi State, by San
Antonio; and junior guard
Kyle Macy of Kentucky, by
Phoenix.
In the nujth round, Gary
Hooker of Murray State went
to Washington and in the
tenth, Keith Mcqerd. of
Alabama-'Biriniflghaul
was
picked by Philadelphia.
King was recently named
Southeastern Athlete of the
Year. The 6-6 foward is
Alabama's all-time leading
scorer with 2,268 career
points.
Second round picks from the
Southeast were Tico Brown of
Georgia Tech, by Utah;
James Bradley of Memphis
State, by Atlanta; Larry
Wilson of Nicholls State, by
Atlanta from Houston; and
Victor King of Louisiana Tech,
by Los Angeles.
the third round,' Walter
Daniels of Georgia went to Los
Angeles; Terry Crosby of
Tennessee to Kansas City;
Sylvester Norris of Jackson

le

State to San Antonio and Al
Green of ISU to Phoenix. .

Simpkins of Georgia Southern
In the seventh round, Paul
went to Cleveland; Jim Poe of Louisiana went to
Tillman of Eastern Kentucky Utah; Rich Valavicius of
In the fourth round, Eugene to Milwaukee; Greg Joyner of Auburn to Houston; and Dirk
Robinson
Northeast Middle Tennessee State to San Ewing of Stetson to Indiana.
of
-Eouisiana went to Milwaukee; — DtegtFarkt-Larry Williams of-In the eightlarousairRedneySammy Drummer of Georgia Louisville to Denver.
,Lee,of Memphis State went to
Tech to. Houston; Lionel
Detroit; Billy Tucker of
Garrett of Southern U-Baton
In the sixth round, Truman Tennessee State to New York;
Rouge to San Diego; Ray Claytor of Kentucky went to Larry Spicer of AlabamaWhite of Mississippi State to Detroit; Bob Bender of Duke Birmingham to Milwaukee;
Los Angeles; Lionel Green of to San Diego; Collie Davis of Delbert Watson of East
ISU to Houston and Malcom Southern U.-Baton Rouge to Tennessee State to Houston
Cesare of Florida to Phoenix.
Houston; Ind Greg Guye of and Tony3Vann of AlabamaIn the fifth round, Matt Stetson to Indiana.
Huntsville to Kansas City.

Weaver Is Thrown Out,
But Orioles Are Saved
"How many years can you
By the AssociatedPress
BALTIMORE — Sarl take it?" was Weaver's
Weaver didn't have to go arid--- rhetorical question after the
hide when Don Stanhouse Orioles hed won for the 16th
came in to pitch, still he time in 18 starts. "I ask him
couldn't escape the usual why he does it, but he has no
agony of another cliffhanger answer...he just keeps winning and saving ballgames."
by the Baltimore reliever.
After Baltimore took a 3-1 The Orioles' manager,
ejected from the game in the lead with three runs in the
eighth inning, watched closed eighth, two when right fielder
circuit television in nervous Bobby Bonds dropped a fly
wonder as Stanhouse ex- ball, Stanhouse relieved Steve
tricated himself from a no-out, Stone, 5-5, when Rick Manning
basesloaded jam in the ninth singled for Cleveland's third
and preserved a 3-2 victory hit to open the ninth.
Stanhouse has 28 walks and
over the Cleveland Indians
16 strikeoutsfor the season, an
Monday night.
unusual ratio for a late-inning
reliever.
Wayne Garland, 3-8, fanned
AMERICAN LEAGUE
eight in one of his better efundergoing
forts
since
shoulder surgery last season
before pain in the shoulder
forced him out in the eighth.
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By Tony Wilson

Respect...'5Is What Wilson Says Gained
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON,-K7With
medalist honors and a little
respect from her children
already in the bag, Louise
Wilson set out today in search
of another prize — a recordtyingtixth Kentucky Women's
Amateur golf championship.
Mrs. Wilson, who plays out
of Louisville's Big Spring
Country Club, fired a oneover-par 75 in Monday's
qualifying -round to win the
medalist title over 143 other
starters. She opened play
today against Nancy Quercelino of Madisonville, w4pse
82 put her about in the middle
;of the 31-player field that—
earned berths in the championship flight.with three-time
defending champion Anne
Cambs of Lexington.
Miss Combs, exempt from
qualifying, opened play today
in purstin of her fifth title
against Kentucky high school

champion

Pr r

Betty

Baird

of

the University of Kentucky,
was_two_strokes_ back in the
Mrs. Wilson won this qualifying round with a 77.
tournament five times betAt 78 were Sandra Martin of
ween 1958 and 1963, missing Richmond, two-time chamonly in 1962 because the birth pion Kaye Beard Potter of
of a child kept her from
" vale, Cynthia Powell of
Win ester, Joan Rizer of
PlaYi0S. A sixth title, which would tie Bardstewn, La Anne Torther with Marion Miley, ness of perry Park, Denise
-would be remarkable at my Lyle of 'LaGrange, Beth
age (49)," said Mrs. Wilson, Franklin of Princeton and
whose greatest thrill Monday Bonnie Overmann of South
appeared -to- be that - her - Fort Mitchell. children got to see Mom in
In a group at 80 were Jackie
action.
Hacker of Versailles, Anne
"I have been medalist many Rush of Tompkinsville and
times, but my kids can't Susan Mercke of Louisville.
believe it," she said. "Here
Lee Davis of Bowling Green
their mother can beat these and Sue Clark of Lexington
young kids they think are fired 81s while Betty Lou
geeat
, Evans of Mount Sterling and
"My kids have gone to Frances Tuttle of Frankfort
school at Country Day with joined Baird and Quarcelino
Betty Baird and they thinkroat 82.
she's a lot better Player than
Marsha Bordas of Lexington
am."
had an 83, as did Janice
Tennye Ohrr of Irvine and Kernohan of Bowling Green,

Beth Taylor of Elizabethtown
and Melissa Losson of
Covington.

Gridders Convicted
By the Associated Press
• -; -CINCINNATI
— " Two
1ThiverSity of Cincinnati
football players will remain in
jail until July 9 for sentencing
following their convictions on
charges of receiving stolen
The players, both from New
Jersey, were convicted
Monday in connection with the
possession last Thanksgiving
of a stereo belonging to
another dormitory student.
Allen Harvin, 20, of
Willingboro, N.J., and Aaron
Hagens, 21, of Madison, N.J.,
were ordered held by
Hamilton County Common
Pleas Jud&e Fred C,artolano
for a p sentence investigation.

Matthews Named
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — Outfielder Garry Matthews of the
Atlanta Braves batted .481,
drove in 10 runs and scored 11
last week to earn National
League Player of the Week
honors, the league office
announced.
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Delp Reportedly
Challenges To Race
Bid With Affirmed

Italian Spaghetti
Spedal

Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad

the Yankees on three hits and
Al Woods slammed a threerun homer in the fifth inning
as Toronto broke New York's
fourgame winning streak and
its own four-game losing
skein.
Underwood, 2-10, outpitched
Ken Clay, who was making his
first 1979 start after 19 relief
appearances. Clay surrendered an infield hit to Rico
Carty leading off the fifth,
then a single ea---„lohn
Mayberry and Woods' blast':

Phils:pitcher David Denham held on to a pop fly in the fifth inning of yesterday's
Pony League game against the Astros,
but his team lost 8-6. Results,page 8.

By the Associated Press
Delp said of the challenge
NEW YORK — Louis E. match, "I'd love it. I can't
Wolfson, owner of Affirmed, even think about it until after
has indicated that he wouldbe the Travers, but I'm hoping
willing to put up thoroughbred
we can get together."
racing's first $2 million winner
Spectacular Bid was an
-against Spectacular Bid in a overwhelming favorite for this
match race.
year's Triple Crown who tired
The New York Daily News in the stretch ad lost the
reported in its Tuesday - Belmont to Coastal after
editions that Bud Delp, easily taking the Kentucky
Spectacular Bid's trainer, had Derby and Preakness. He now
challenged the Affirmed camp,is being pointed toward the
to a winner-take-all race with Travers at Saratoga on Aug.
a purse of perhaps $1 million 18. A match race with Affirand that Wolfson said he med probably would be
would accept the challenge.
subject to Bid's performances
when he returns to action.
Wolfson also said he would
"I'm personally opposed to
match races," said Wolfson, like to make a side bet of from
whose horse won the 1978 $250,000 to $1 million on the
Triple Crown and took the outcome of a match race The
Hollywood Gold Cup Sunday to News said. The loser .would
pass the $2 million mark in agree to give the money incareer earnings. "But some volved in the side bet -to a
remarks that Mr. Delp made a branch of racing or breeding
few weeks ago have stuck in Selected by the winner._ '
Laz Barrera's craw."
Affirmed's over added
Barrera,., Affirmed's' that prior to the Belmont, he
trainer, said following Bid's had been approached
victory in the Preakness that, Hdllywood Park, Atlantic City
"Spectacular Bid is a great and Louisiana Downs conhorse. Ihit he will find it's a cerning a match race and that
whole new ballgame when he Louisiana Downs was ready to
meets Affirmed." II'- _
put up a $1 million purse.

6-month or 26-week Money Market Certificates*
$loy000 min. dep.
Rate effective: Thursday, June 21 through Wednesday, June 27
Federal rogslations prohibit this compound's( of Worse daily on this accowpf
•

Federal regulations require o substantial interest penalty for *only
withdrawal from Certificate accounts c

•
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Sports At A Glance
Baseball Leaders

Major League Standings

since last Wimbledon.
By WINSOR DOBBIN
In the first day of men's singles
AP Sports Writer
y, a man who described himself
Monda
WIMBLEDON, England - Defenhorrendous grass court player"
as
"an
ilova
Navrat
ding champion Martina
the biggest upset in the men's
caused
faced a tough first-round match today
Pat DuPre, a 25-year-old
.
singles
.
singles
's
women
in the Wimbledon
economics
University
rd
Stanfo
's
In the opening round of women
-seeded Vitas
fourth
beat
te,
gradua
-born
Czech
-old
year
competition,the 22Gerulaitis 7-6, 6-3, 3-0, 3-6, 6-3.
champion met 20-year-old South
d
reache
who
d,
Harfor
African Tanya
"That a as my-best ever performance
the semifinals at the Wimbledon
on grass," DuPre said. "I have never
warmup tournaments at Beckenham
done a thing on grass before."
and Chicester.
easier
" Born in Belgium, raised in Biran
for
hoped
have
"I would
am. Ala., but now living in La
-based
mingh
opening maech," said the Dallas
Jolla, Calif., DuPre had beaten
Navratilova.
is
rg,
Gerulaitis a number of times as a
nesbu
Harford, from Johan
junior.
ranked 117th in the world and had to
"I was not intimidated and I felt he
preqiialify here. She won all her
was really vulnerable," he said. "I had
qualifying matches in straight sets and
g to lose and he had everything to
nothin
is full of confidence.
lose, so I wasn't at all nervous and
"My motto is not to give up until you
d-ta_play_mgressively."
deeide
,arford
—
d-li
digat
have lost thilinarti
DuPre's aggression pTard-diVidetYds-tirwho has lost more than seven pounds

the final set hen he broke Gerulaitis in
the first game and then attacked his
opponent's serve at every opportunity.
New York playboy Gerulaitis stormed from the court after the match and
refused to meet reporters.
Meanwhile, John McEnroe, controversial 20-year-old new millionaire
of American tennis, believes a new
mental approach can help him to the
men's singles title which this year
carries a prize of $40,000.
McEnroe, whose path to the final is
made easier by -the disappearance of
Gerulartis, said: "I didn't really think I
had a chance to win the first two years I
came here. Now I think I can win - my
attitude is very different."
McEnroe, christefied "superbrat" by
British reporters who have castigated
him for his oncourt outbursts, cruised
to a 7-5, 6-1, 6-4 win over American lefthander-T-eiTy _Moon in the first round.

Happy Canadians
Expos Now 41251 Continue To Surprise
In NL East; Seaver Helps Reds Triumph

L
Pet. GB
VI
41
3
438
44 25
ot
7.
41 31
4119
534 10
39 34
New N'ork
471 14
32 15
Detroit
1
457 15,
32 311
CicoeLand
320 II
24 51
Toronto
triFT
5111
12 32
Caldornia
2
$42
39 33
Kansas city
2
542
39 13
TeXIAS
3
529
36 M
Minnesota
9".
451
32 38
Chicago
11
419
43
31
Seattle
297 20
22 52
Oakland
Waders Games
Baltimore 3, Cleveland 2
Toronto 3, New York I
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gasses
Cleveland Barker 0.01 at Baltimore
r Flanagan 84). in)
New York iTI,.nt 3-3 at Toronto rlernongello 1.7 or lernancxyk 7-41. iii
Boston Ectersley 8-31 at Detroit r Mot110 4-41, in
Milwaukee iTravers 5-3) at Minresota
r Hartzell 34i, tat
California(Awe 5-51 at Texas Matlack
4-4i, in)
Oakland tMcCatty 5-2 t at Kansas City
Spintorff 9.51, in)
Chicago t Barrios 7-31 at Seattle (Banraster 3-4m np
Wedmeey's Games
_ d at Baltimore, In I
Clevelan
Bacon at rietroZTTIIT--Milwaukee at Minnesota, in I
Oakland at Kansas City, ,n I
Califon:us-at Texas, n
Chicago at Seattle, ust

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. GB
L
W
Cl
41 Z
Montreai
530
35 31
Pittsburgh
sn 90
34 r 31'
Chicago
573
54' 31
St Louis
514
36
34
Philadelphia
415 13N
27 38
New York
WEST
100 45 30
Houston
HI
MI 34
54
Cincinnati
4811
Z 37
San Francisco
446 114
33 41
Los Angeles
32 43
.427 13
San Diego
15
.394
Za 43
Atlanta
likaeloy's Goatee
Chicago 8, Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh II-0, New York 14
Cincinnati 2-0, Houston 1-4
Montreal 34. St Low 2-2, 1st game It
innings, completion of suspended game of
May 17
los Angeles 4. San Diego 3
Atlanta ',San Franc taco I
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 1Lerch 4-5 mat Chicago
541
(Holtzman
Pittsburgh (Blyleven 4-3 at New York
,Hausman11-2 i s ,nr
Montreal Grunsley 74 at St Louie
'Denny 3-5 n
Ctricuinati Hume 5-6. at Houston
rni
I J Mekro
San Diego 'Shirley 2-7, at Las
(Sutton 7-7., in r
Atlanta M.Mahler 2-11i at San Francisco (Blue 741. nm
Wahmedey's Gasses
Philadelphia at Chicago
_ New York at Pittsburgh, in)
Montreal St Louis. In)
Mania at San Diegnaiil__
Cincinnati at Las Angeles,(al
Houston at San Francisco,

AMEEL'AN LEAGUE
BATTING r 154 at hats) ,Srnelley.
Minnesota, 359, ('area, Califonua. 355,
Downusg, California. 349, Buchte, Seattle,
396' Kemp, Detroit, 346
RUNS Brett. Kansas City, 511;
start Califonto'. 57. Otis. Kansas I'd), 55.
leFlore. Detroit, $4. Fibre. Boston. 53
I.ynn, Boston 42. Baylor,
RBI
California. M. Write. Seattle, 54: Rice,
Boston, 51. Horton, Seattle, 54
HITS Brett, Kansas City , 101, 1.40sford, Cahfornia. 13, Smalley. Minnesota.
92. Horton. Seattle, 90. Bode*, Seattle.•
Linn, Boston, 22,
DOUBLF:S
Washington. Chicago,30, lemon, Clucogo.
19. Cooper, Milwaukee, 111-. Downing
califorma 18, Brett, Kansas City, It.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BAITING 11E1 at bats I Headrick,lt
Louis, .343. Brock. St WAS, .341. Rose,
Philadelphia. .337: Manilla. New York,
335. Foster. 1::IncInnst, .332
RUNS Lopes, Log Angeles. 61 North,
San Francisco, $4, Matthews, Atlanta. 53;
Kuriginan, Chicago, 52. Border. Atlanta,

52.
RBI Furter, Cincinnati. 59, Kingman.
Chicago. 51. Virdield, San Diego. Z.
Simmons. St Lotus, 52, Clark, San
Francisco, 51
HITS Garvey. Los Angeles. 94; Kosi,
Philadelphia. 93. Winfield, San Diego. C.
Matthews,
Bugatti, los Angeles. 91
Atlanta, 99
DOUBLES Rose, Philadelphia, 24.
Parrish. Montreal. 21, Mazza, New York,
21, Reitz. St Louls, 21. Matthews, Atlanta.
TRIP'ES Brett Kansas City, It •
33
Wilson, Kansas City, 7, Hamkolph, New
TRIPLF4 McBride. Philadelphia. I.
York. 6, Griffin. Toronto., 5. Hamster.
Templeton:St Louis, I. Scott. St Louis. I:
Chicago. 5; Jones, Seattle:5
Witiield, San Diego, S.7 Tied With 5
HOME RUNS: Lynn, Boston. 19. Rice,
HOME RUNS )(martian, Chicago. 21,
Boston, 17. Thomas Milwaukee. 17;
Singleton, 7 Schmidt, Philadelphia, 20, Simmons. St
Grich, California, 16
Louis. IS, Lopes. Ins Angeles, Ill; Foster,
Baltimore, IS, Horton, Seattle. 11 '
STOLEN BASES LeFlore, Detroit. at - Culannati, 17.
STOLEN BASES Moreno, Pittsburgh,
Wilson, Kansas City, 31, Crux. Seattle. Z:
211. North, Sari Francisco. 77: Scott. St
-Bonds, etevislasd. se. Otis. Kangas Cite,
Lotus, 24. Scott, Montreal, Z. lopes, Lai
193 Wills, Texas, 20
Angeles. 20
PITCHING CZ Decisionsi. Kerns Toms.
900. 193; Stanhouse, Baltimore, 6-1.
857. 2,70; Zahn, Minnesota, 6-1, 857, 3 14.
John. New York, 11-3, 786, 245, Clear,
California, 7-2. 778, 213. Martinez,
Baltimore, 101, 7fa, 3.45:-Perrott, Seattle,
112. 750 395, Eckersley, Boston, 6-3, 777.
267
STRIKEOUTS Ryan. California. 118
Guidry, New York. 80, Jenkins. Texas. 77.
Kravec, Chicago, 71 Koosman. Minnesota, 67

*I.

-9

PITCHING 17 Decisions): LaCoss,
CincuumU,11-2. $50, 293, Niekro, Houston.
11-3, 716, 2 99: Knepper, San Francisco,62. 750, 4 21. Martinez. St Louis, 5-2. 714.
2%, Aadayar, Houston, 8-4. :867, 2-50.
Grimsby. Montreal. 7-4. 636, 477. Lee.
Montreal,7-4, 636, 3 69. Rogers. Montreal,
7-4. 6211. 2.47
STRIXEOUIS Richard. Houston. 126,
Perry, San Diego, 82, Carlton.
Philadelphia, 111. Swan, New York. 77;
Sutton. Lai Angeles, 76

Transactions
BASEBALL
NatiomalLeagoe
NEW YORK mrrs Placed Skip Lockwood, pitcher. on the 21-day disabled hat
retroactive to June 20 Reactivated Ned
Allen, pitcher. from the disabled lists
ST 1.0015 CARDINALS - Placed Ted
Simmons. catcher, on the disabled list
Called up Terry Kennedy, catcher. from
Springfield of the American Associaton

Murray Baseball Association
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By the Associated PreSS'
It's not the national sport in
Canada. but the way the
Montreal Expos are playing
basebaff ,theSe days itmuuii
could be.
The Expos have won their
way into the hearts of their
fans, not to mention first place
in the National League East.
-We have confidence in
ourselkes as a ballclub," says
first baseman Tony Perez.
"This is something we didn't
have before. We just have to
play the best - and see what
happens."
So far, things have-Vert
pretty good - a solid -41-25
record which includes two
more victories Monday night.
The Expos beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 3-,2 in the completion of a stespended game,
thep 8-2 in the-Second game at
Busch Stadium.
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Carter Ends First Talks With Japanese
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more to aid refugees from
Indochina and that he thought
other countries should do thesame.
Carter said he hopes there
could be some sort of an
agreement from the economic.
summit conference to help'the
refugees. He and Ohira have
agreed to make it a major
topic at the summit.

COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T. STORE

mmiPAYSIZI
m_ire-goto
Terrific Assortment

Glamou
o-Ordinates
BLOUSES, SKIRTS,
JAG SHIRTSJANIS_,_
SKIRTS, BLAZERS, MORE
Mix and

(
9.-

DEAR MAMMA: Read on for some advice from as
nut himself:
/
DEAR ABBY: I'm a sports nut, so I know how Jerry feels.
I have a few words of advice for other sports nuts whoare
still single: Either marry a girl who's into sports the way
you are, or stay single.
to The g
gal
tale
h Irnd.ated for four years (all through college) put on a
great act. She went to all the games with me and pretended
love
As soon as we were marri she let me know she thought
sports were for little boys and it was time I "grew up.'
We never fought about anything else, but we (ought about
sports enough to end our marriage.
I tear she's living with a guy, and what do you think he
does? He's an assistant basketball coach at a major university. I hope she marries him. It will serve her right.
SPORTS NUT

Skip Hamra of Murray will
perform in the two remaining
productions of the three,show
summer season of the Putchase Area Repertory Theatre
i PART) at Murray state
University.
The son of Jean Hamra of
Hamlin, he will play the role of
Andy in "Star Spangled Girl"
and Irving in "Goodbye
Charlie." PART recently
concluded its production of
"Butterflies Are Free."
A senior speech and theater
major, Hamra is a member of
DEAR ABBY: About Amy, who is going to marry a sports
Kappa Alpha fraternity and nut: I hope she reconsiders. I am married to such a man and
it is awful! He lives for sports. The minute he opens his eyes
the Lakeland Interpreters.
in the morning he runs out to get the paper so he can look at
"Star Spangled Girl" will
the sports pages.
play Juiy, 5
klOv 12-137
At breakfast there's no conversatiominp.e he is carefully
14, and "(ttlyt Charlie.' reading
the spans section.
July 19-20-21 and July 26-27-25. •During our lovemaking he's listening to some game on,
at
begin
Each production will
radio. 1 think men who are devoted to sports should take an
8 P•111. in the air-conditioned oath of celibacy.
University Theatre of the
SECOND TO SPORTS
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
at Murray State. Tickets may
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
be obtained at the box office new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby:
on the ground floor of the 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose $1 and a
Center or by calling 767-6797
long, stamped (28 rental, self-addresseVevelope, please.
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broad agreement among the
seven.
During the meeting Ohira
asked Carter to be "prudent"
in withdrawing U.S. ground
forces from South Korea,
according to a source at the
Japanese foreign ministry.
After returning to Tokyo,
Carter told reporters the
United States is prepared to do

_

Captain D's

e, the
19-17
• Reds
ed for

5912

namese to change their policy
Both Amy and Ftosalynn
to cut down on the large were fully recovered from a
numbers who hare having tti- bout with an Intestinal virus
leave Vietnam."
that forced them to cancel
Asked if he thought a some public appearances
specific proposal would Monday.
emerge from the summit
Carter flew 50 miles by
meeting that begins Thur- helicopter to the seaside
sday, Carter gave a oneword village of Oiso, where he met
answer: "yes."
with Ohira in a villa.
American officials, who
U.S. officials reported that
asked not to be named, said Carter devoted much of the
Carter and Prime Minister session to what they termed a
Masa yoshi Ohira devoted "very complete and candid"
parts of two days of formal report on his personal extalks to the refugee question changes with Soviet President
and pointed to a separate Leonid I. Brezhnev in Vienna
meeting on the subject bet- last week.
ween Secretary of State Cyrus
Japanese spokesmen said
R. Vance and Japanese Ohira told Carter he hopes for
Foreign Minister Sunao early ratification by the U.S.
Sonoda.
Senate of the new strategic
These officials said some arms limitation treaty Carter
10,000 refugees are leaving and Brezhnev signed.
Indochina each month, and
In addressing the business
that 7,000 of them'are finding group, Blumenthal unpermanent homes in the derscored the universal
United States, which so far energy worries that promise
has accepted 205,000.
to dominate- the economic
Although energy questions summit.
did not figure in Carter's talks
Because of oil price hikes
With Ohira today, American and shortages, Blumenthal
sources said the two leaders said, "all countries are agreed
agreed td sponsor a joint that intolerable strains are
meeting of experts on nuclear being placed on the world
Power safety -a related topic economy and that something
-in the wtts ahead.
must be done about it."
Bhunenthal told an inAs Carter strolled through
fluen* group of Japanese the lush gardens of the villa
businissmen at a luncheon where he met Ohira, he exmeeting that he would not be pressed confidence that the
surprised if summit par- economic summit Thursday
ticipants agree continued and Friday will produce a
development of nuclear power consensus plan to deal with
is essential.
increasingly costly and scarce
Citing the nuclear accident oil supplies.
at Three Mile Island in
"It will have to be a
Pennsylvania,
Blumenthal sevennation plan," Carter
said "I do not believe that that said, discouraging the idea
incident will in any way that he and Ohira would gang
significantly slow down up against France, Britain,
nuclear development in the West Germany, Italy and
world or in the United States." Canada at the summit.
Protector Of
Carter began the day
Both Carter and Ohira said
jogging with his wife Rosalynn the United, States ,and Japan
Environment Now
and swimming with her and are not developing a common
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. daugher Amy,11.
position on oil, but will seek a
(AP)- Long established as a
major supplier of electricity ui
the Southeast, the Tennessee
Valley Authority is eyeing
another role- protector of the
environment.
Dr. Sharlene
Hirsch,,
director .of TVA's Office of
Community Development,
said Monday the government
By Abigail Van Buren
utility is prepared to buy land
to keep it from becoming the
site of junky commercial
strips.
"We are very concerned
about strip development," she
told
the
Chattanooga
Engineers Club. "Where once
all you could see was farDEAR s
ABBY: AMspo
Y'Srts.
POP
b skedwhiadtnl
d you thought the
e
mland, suddenly almost ed,eaci
chances were for a happy marriage between Amy and Jerry,
overnight ' this
strip her fiance, a
regular sports nut. Jerry ate, drank, slept, talk development—has- taken_
Amy
share his
place."
thusiam. AMY'S POP said -h-i-tfied-tcaell her that guys who
She acknowledged that TVA lived for sports made poor husbands and worse fathers, but
could run head-on into the she wasn't buying it. You told Dad to back off.
Well, my husband is a sports nut. He watches sports on
,desires of some private
developers, but said, "We're TV every chance he gets. -When we were first married, I'd
not anti-business. We want to watch, too, to keep him company, but I was bored and comwork with developers-because plained a lot. Finally, I realized hoW lucky I was that my guy
we want business and quality was home with me-not out drinking and running around
with the guys like a lot of other, husbands. I confess that
growth in the valley.
when my man isn't watching TV he tends to get underfoot,
"At the same time, you've so I welcome the weekends to
sew, clean house, read or
got a board that's en- write letters. If Amy keeps busy she won't mind
it a bit.
vironmentally sensitive, and
DISAGREES WITH AMY'S POP
one thia will not allow a rape
DEAR DISAGREES: My mail has been running about 90
of the land."
Dr. Hirsch, who occupies percent with me and 10 percent with AMY'S POP. Here's
the highest TVA post a woman one for Pop's side:
has attained in the utility's 46DEAR ABBY: Any guy who lives for sports has got to be
year history, said she hopes to
very selfish. I know what poor Amy is letting herself in for if
-she-marries a sports fanatic because I married one. Only
policy, to define TVA's mine is worse. His love for sports
takes him out of town, He
position.
follows "his" teams, so whenever the Vikings, the Twins or
She told listeners she also Minnesota U goes out of town to play, my guy goes, too.
wants to develop programs for When they lose, he sulks for a week. His whole life is wrapthe aged, the handicapped and ped up in sports. And as if that isn't enough, my man also
loves hunting and fishing! During the fishing season he
children.
"Who's going to stand up fishes with his father. During the hunting season he hunts
and speak out on those issues with his brother. During bowling tournaments he travels
with his team. Anything that takes him out of town (without
if we don't?" she asked.
me)looks good to him. I can't go because I'm stuck with nine
kids, which gives you an idea of what his favorite indoor
Skip Hamra Will
sport is.
MINNEAPOLIS MAMMA
Perform In Last Two

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Preu Writer
TOKYO (AP) - President
Carter ended preliminary
talks with Japanese leaders
today on the seven-nation
economic summit at which he
will propose a plan to bring
world oil supplies and demand
into balance by next year
Word of the energy proposal
was relayed to reporters by
Treasury Secretary
W.
Michael Blumenthal, who said
the objective would be to fix
country-by-country targets for
restraining oil imports.
PENNYRJLE PLAYERS - Carolyn Fuqua, who plays Mrs. Higgins, and Ken Gallant, porBlumenthal said the import
traying Cot Pickering, are shown during rehearsal for the Pennyrile Players production
savings within the inof "My Fair Lady." The play will be presented June 29 and 30 and July 6 and 7 at 8 p.m.
dustrialized western nations
at the Trigg County Little Theatre in Cadiz. Admission is $3 for adults and $1.50 for
and Japan would total two
children under 12. Gallant is a graduate student at Murray State University.
million barrels a day - approximately the amount' by
which supplies currently fall
Magazine Club To
short of demand.
The treasury chief said the
For Salad
DESIGNED WITH
• Carter blueprint, which would
.4106
•
need the approval of the six
Luncheon Thursday - other summit participants,
IN MIND
Members of the Magazine would contain an enforcement
All oceanfront with excellent view cif pool
Club will meet for a salad mechanism; yet to be put in
and ocean 105 units — rooms, completely
luncheon at 12 noon on final form.
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Blumenthal said U.S. of-Thursday, June 28, at the
Ocean beach, Plenty of free parking
home of Mrs. William S. ficials have received positive
responses from Saudi Arabia
Major,817 North 20th Street.
The program .will be given and Kuwait about Carter's
tamarind
byMis Franees Brown who proposal.
Meanwhile, Carter said he
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will speak about Frank Lloyd
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Bluegrass Is Becoming
Famous For Its Milk
his staff are responsible for
the purity, sanitation and
labeling of Kentucky dairy
products.'They regulate more
than 6,600 milk producers,
about 100 milk plants and
more than 600 milk haulers
and distributors.
The 1972 General Assembly
passed the Kentucky Milk and
Milk Products .Act under
which the department adopts
regulation enforced by the
milk control branch. The
regulations include standards
Departstate
Dairy Month, but the
for Grade A milk used in
GOOD MOOS FOR MILK DRINKERS!- June is
to the quality of dairy products.
n
attentio
nd
year-rou
gives
es
Resourc
mailing butter, cheese and
Human
for
ment
nt's milk control branch, inspects one
other products; standards for
Russell Bledsoe, a supervisor with the departme
on of milk and milk products.
labeling and open dating of
of Kentucky's 6,600 facilities involved in the producti
n and labeling of such foods.
sanitatio
purity,
dairy products; requirements
Human Resources is responsible for the
and 600 milk
plants
milk
100
s,
producer
6,600
milk haulers; quality
than
for
more
s
The department regulate
s; and other criteria.
standard
ors.
distribut
and
haulers
The branch inspects every
Kentucky facility concerned
with the production and
milk.
of
distribution
Inspectors have the authority
to enforce state regulations. If
they find a facility is violating
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will be more gradual and will a.m. Aug. 1.
Inc_ 002
FRANKFORT - Kentucky
will always be famous for
horses. The Bluegrass is
becoming famous for its milk
products, too, ranking third in
the nation in cheddar cheese
production and 16th in milk
production.
Making sure these Kentucky
products are safe and pure is
the responsibility of the
Department for Human
Resources.
"Milk products are good for
health," says Leon Townsend,
manager of the department's
milk control branch, but only
if they are free of chemicals
and disease -producing
organisms." Townsend and
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POURING

1.

PHOOEY-- IT'S AWFUL

I
SURE
WILL

7.4E WEATI-1ER
is SO NICE

WE OUGHT 70
TAKE A LITTLE
„TRIP

WELL, I'LL
KEEP MY
PROMISE -I'LL USE ALL
OF IT

ITS SWELL FOR
STICKING MY
SNAPSHOTS
IN THE
ALBUM

T.7-11

SUPE AS
I PAID OC:?

N.

REMEMBER THE OLP
SAYING, 5ARGE,"A
WATCHED POT NEVER
BOILS

I WARNED
YOU...YOU WON'T
5.X0R„rt_t mow-1U A LL POWN ,„
"

NOW.• •

i-ICW ABOUT

A TOLD POT?

tiVR„ALtiti CLASSIFIEDADS!
1. LEGAL NOTICE
I, James Calvin Paschall,
will not be responsible for
any depts other than my own
beginning June 9, 1979

18. BUS.OPPORTUNItY
FIND A need and fill it!
Every one needs clean
clothes and this well located
self service laundromat and
dry cleaning operation will
meet the need. Find out
about this exciting op
portunity to own your own
business by calling the real
estate professionals at Guy
Spann Realty, 753 7724. (C
370)

ire slace
E fOUp
LILRANE
xSxCEF
MI
.o
24F

sert, 6 months old, $400. gall
753-U16 after 5 pm.
FOR SALE - Ariens riding
The City of Murray,
mower,8 hp,6200. 794573.
SLAB WOOD and sawdust
Kentucky will be
Cade; Lumber
for sale
receiving bids on a
Company, Cadiz,, Kentucky
weight
medium
s4.
99
52L2A7B
s
bundle,
ER
$5
breaker.
pavement
Sawdust, SIO tier load, 1,,to 2
Bid specifications may
3019
in
Ken
593
Alm°,
FOR SALE
ton trucks. Call (901)
be picked up at the
tucky large 2 story brick
• • or contact'Decker and Evans
buildthg with stock of
Saw MO In Paris, Ten
City Clerk's Office at
•
general
merchandise,' 16
nesse*.
5th and Poplar Streets
antique showcases, roll-top
JUICER, Vic
f
TO
and
fixmany
more
desk,
be
will
Bids
in Murray.
tori 4o 200 No peeling, no
tures Plenty of room ,for
coring, and no precooking
received at the City
living quarters and most any
Does a bushel in 30 minutes..
until
Office
Clerk's
kind of business Price is
Hardware,
Wallin
$20.99
cheap.
5:00 p.m. June 28, 1979.
par's, Tennessee.
14. WANT TO ROY -/26. TV-RADIO •
2. NOTICE
DINING ROOM suite withPANOSONIC MINUTE t.v,,
4600
759
STORE.
china cabinet. Phone 753FREE
AM.FM radio, digital alarm
0368
d
fashione
OLD
REAL
clock. Call 759-4462.
by
b,q,
bar
smoked
JUNK
CARS deliver or will
hickory
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
pick up. Call 474-8554 or 527the shoulder or by the pound,
party to assume small
1315.
packaged to go at Big Joe's
monthly payment on 25"
Bar B Q. Coldwater Road,
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
color t.v, under warrenty
759-1864.
used t.v.'s. Clayton's J
Also
14 FOOT J0/4 boat, 25" c lor
a. B Music-, 753-7575.
t.v.; Royal tgpewritei. /51
•
5-ALES
93/0.
-1etU
27. MOB. 14
8 HP 32" CUT Murray riding
1972 .ATLANTIC, 12x50,
polio
mower, excellent.condition.
FURN/SHED . With
$175 Bed, dresser, 565. 753
deck, alr conditional, Really
We now have the Love
0814
nice. $3900 436 2430.
Studio negatives
WE BUY and sell used air
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2
co7diTiOriell-753:T531 IST 1J-1
acre-ToT,Tenfrai air, weiranir-753-8298
9104.
large garage, located in
Kirksey Call 489 2248 after 5
FyRNISHINGS
16. NOME ay
pm
SUITE, fish
BEDROO
MICALL
GVERDON, 12 X 40,
2 dinette'
and
aquarium
Hour Monday sold
uoderpinned and tied down,
• tables. 47.2320
all . electric. _ .Isepished.
Toosdoy Nolp for
FR t-G11T-A-15-E DE LU
Priced to sell at 53195. Call
, elettri range in excellent
Troubled Marriage, 759753-62.
_27
.q_c0f1041.41_ii rect-..p_gg cg_r_f,
4444 or able Story, '.9'7V2? x 16'9"; malty colored carpet, 9'8'4" x 174". .
4t1
759-41445.
Ca 753 311011.
FOR SALE: Maple canopy
siyle bed, $28 Two blonde
end tables and coffee table.
$20. Call 753-1903.
/ 19. FARM EQUIP.
Service & Transport
FULL 1 HP electric weed
Company
and grass trimmer, cuts with
fish line, has automatic line
_Idisoenser, $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.Tennessee.-.
/•
Beaton, Ky.
FORD 30013 DIESEL
1977
DO YOU MN ANY/
with 875 hours, 18" 6' disci 2
Homes
Mobile
row
plow, one
bottom
IDLE"DIAMONDS?
cultivator, 6' blade, 6'
anywhere in
moved
pulverizer, 6' bushhog, 6'
Kentucky.
landscape rake, boom pole
and '2 cab 759 4683 after 6
Licensed&
Om
FOR SALE: One Caterpillar
"
stible.
Insured
(36-C dozer, 'power shift,
-hydraulic blade One HD 11
1976 MODEL 12)(50 MOBILE
AC., power shift; -tsydraulic
home, furnished, used lets
•
53 8868,
Days,
blade.
than one,, year. On fully
-•
- evenings 753-3470.
:wooded -1•/•acre lot. Circular.
graveled driveway, city
GAS POWERED weed and
t pun
water, lights, and septic
grass trlyhmer, uses' fishing
Aran* One mile north of
line, 31cc engine, automatic
'Puryear on paved Frank
tine dispenser, 599.99. Wallin
Howard Road One block
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee
east of Highway 641 $8500
NOTHING BETTER thaw
S. 4th Murray
eash Phone 498 8447
Adams hard surfaced plow
DOUBLE
1973 - MORGAN
points, shovels and sweeps
home. 3
mobile
wide
for all cultivators. --Tee us
2 full baths. Call
so,2
7bedroom,
you buy. Vinson
before
Smoke
Tractor Co., 153 4892.
TOWNHOUSE, all
1973
WABCO SELFLOADING
Shoppe
electric, 12x72, 2 bedroom
-56"21pcier 131-2 OS. With 411
Murray s Exclusive
with den, wet bar and ice
GM Deisel engine. Cat dozer •
maker, .carpeted and air
Tobeccs,Shoppe
069U serial No. 9U14269
motor
conditioned, intercom in all
Alice Chambler
102N. 5th
471
like new in ail
with
rooms,.
grader model Ada
753-3174
respect. Must see to sp.
GM motor 1973 Long back preciate' Call James at 753
hoe 5n1 model 1400 deisel
7724 or 436 2430 after 5 pm.
Rogers tandem axle. tilt top
tandem
low boy 25 ton, for
• 28. MOB.'HOME RENTS
USA
truck Needs floot. All
a
MOBILE HOME for rent.
uipment is irt good
this
Fact
One bedroom. 3 miles east of
and ready for use
condit
Murray. 753-5793.
Free Gift
So.
You ma see this a 405
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
urray KY. Or
4th Street,
Wrapping
5 miles east of Murray. Call
ames or
you may c I
Is A Specialty At
753.0187.
02 753 7668
Bobby Futrell
21. HEATING & CSIOLINO
I Starks Nardware
da s or 502 753 23,_ • hts.
110 VOLT AIR conditioner, I
IP.
EQ
SPORTS
20.
I2r
&P
12t7h53oplar
years Old, $100. Phone 753
If
FULL SET H g Ultra
.
3685
ead 'caste
clubs, bag,
FREE PARKING
12. APTS. FOR RENT
extras. Call 7 4462.
ONE BEDROOM apartment.
STEEPLETON SLATE top
Stove, refrigerator, water
regulatioli Size pool table and
nished. Located in Lynn
accessories/. $1000. Call 759
Mete Copy
Gr. e. $80 per month. Call
1334.

A:/0E

CARTER
STUDIO

Take Land
Mobile
Homes

RICKY ALEXANDER
CUSTOM
DOZER WORK
489-2895

FRANKFORT - As/ fuel
problems in the United States
worsen, industries are turning
to cheaper and more efficient
means of transporting their
K ntucky's
and
goods
continues
riverport indust
to grow.
The .riverpok business is
one of KentOky's newest
industries. Sevtn public ports
operate now, and three others
are in the plait/ling stages.
James H. Nutter, executive
director of the state Port and
River Development Commission, said riverports are
the cheapest way for industries to move their goods to
markets.
"This is a new industry for
Kentucky," Nutter said.
"Everyone is still in the
learning process because the
need for these ports was not
seen until the fuel shortage we
are experiencing right now."
The Port and River
Commission,
Development
which administers state funds
to the ports, ispart ofthe SUite
Commerce Department,
which is a Development
Cabinet agency.
Nutter said Kentucky has
almost 1,300 commercially
navigable miles of inland
waterways. This is more than
any other state.
After an inspection tour of
seven port sites recently with
commission
other
the
members, Nutter said nine
ports in the state should be in
full operation within three
years.
The ports in Paducah and
Owensboro are 'in full
operation. Those partially
operating are in Hickman,
I.yon County, Northern
Kentucky, Louisville and
Henderson.
Ports in Ashland, Maysville
being
and Calvert City still are
planned.
Nutter said one of. the main
purposes of the public ports is •
service for the
to provide a
smaller businesses that can't
afford to build their own ports
l
and to provide industria sites
es.
compani
ive
prospect
for
-Those ports also provide
fobs for Kentuckians and a
larger tax base for the local
communities," Nutter said. "I
think that is the matri objective."

527-3897

EAR

FURCHES JEWELRY

Nubia*
Sales II Service
TWIN LANES
OFFICE PNOUCTS
1S3-11n
- 3. CARO OF THANKS
THE FAMILY of Jessie
Gardner Dunn would like to
express sincere thanks to all
who were so kind in their
support and concern during
her illness and death To the
medical staff who cared for
her, the family, frierlds,
neighbors, to our Church,
Brother Hicks, Brother
Green and to Linn Funeral
Home, our sincere thanks.
Joe 0 Dunn, Mildred Dunn
Thomas, and family.
6. HELP WANTEO
LADIES,
ATTENTION
attention men: If you are a
person with limited opportunities
occupation, you can sell and
service an agency with
Life
Income
Lincoln
Company and
Insurance
for
ty
have the opportuni
above average compensation
and a good fringe benefit
No experience
program
An equal op
necessary
. Call Joe
employer
portunity
Williams Hill, (502) 44/-6967.
HELP
ADDITIONAL
needed:- AW3fy-in person,
Jerry's Reftnishing and
Custom Built Furniture. Call
for appointment,492 8837.
COOKS
BREAKFAST
needed Apply in person at
12th
Inn,
South
Triangle
Street.
BE-NNETT & ASSOCIATES
has a permanent part-lime
opening, 3 days per week.
Duties include: typing (55
words or better); general
office duties; public relations
work. A very nice opportunity for the right per
hand written
son. Send
resume to Bennett and
Associates. P.O. Box 946,
Murray, KY.
DELIVERY GIRL or boy.
Apply ,in person. No phone
calls. Morgans Auto Paint,
94y 94 East.
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
group
medical
major
hospital Coverage. Call Steve
ieu
, fice 753-7273, home
9vin!
P5a
7
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
NEED HAY crew to put in
hay2 Can 762-6181.
WANTED: FARM families
interested - in a top notch
group
medical
major
hospital cl5iterage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7973, home
759 1114

23 EXTERMINATING

Termite
Mtrol
& Pelt

s
'
Kelley

24. MISCELLANEOUS
ALUMINUM STEP laddert,
4 ft., S18.79; 5 ft , $19.99, 6 ft.,
$21 99, 8 ft., $39 99. extension
ladders, 14 ft., 528.88, 16 ft.,
531.88, 20 ft., $45.99; 24 ft.,
559.99, 28 ft., $70.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL,
white, 164 99 Colors, 569.99.
Hardware, Paris,
Wallin
T enrios.tere.
ELECTRIC INSECT traps,
S39.99, 569 99, $99 99, 5134.99,
and $14999. Wallin Hard
ware, Paris, Tennessee.

*

FOR RENT
4
.3 00
1;
375
rent in large
ROOM FO
privilages,
house: K itch
washer and dry. 2 blocks
5 per
from University.
753month all utifities p
4140 or 436 2411.
SLEEPING -ROOM,
conditioned, refrigerator in
hall. Private entrance.
Apartments,
Zimmerman
South 16th. 753 6609
34. HOUSES FOR RENT.
FOR RENT New 3 bedroom
house in 'country, $225 per
deposit.
plus
month
Refersences required. Call
247 6179
36. RENT OR LEASE

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

FINAL
LIQUIDATION
All Home
Furnishings
r At Cost
Or Less

FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
419 S. 4th Murray
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43. REAL ESTATE

Vic
'ng, no
king
mutes,
ware,

S113LE
small
25"
rrenty
ton's J

APPROXIMATELY
FOR SALE. Timothy and - ACRES for sale. Located 60 175
in
ACRES LOCATED only
Rect„Top.hay Will deliver or
North Calioway County. one half mile from
Kentucky
pickup in field. 753-8697.
Over 1000 feet of road Lake Tendable land that
has
frontage with 20-30 acres been in beans, some
tendable Will make a good timber, eight acre young
AKC REGISTERED Boxer
lake
cattle farm or tax shelter Located on good road
pUppies. Call 759-1213 or 753
only
while you improve your one mile form blacktop about
1261.
investment.
five
Priced
at
miles
southeast
of
New
TWO
FEMALE.
AKC $25,000. Nelson
Shroat Co., Concord Offered at less Mir
registered
Minature 759,1707.
$400 per
acre. Owner
Schnauzers, 6 weekS,"$100
EW LISTINGS! A perfect financing available. John C.
Before 9, after 5, 437.4242.
Realtor,
1111
beginning for young family Neubauer,
or easy living for retired Sycamore St., Murray, 753
CARPORT SALE: ThruSday folks
2 bedroom mobile 0101 or 753 7531.
and Friday- Saturday untit--norne on 1 acre m• I
with lots
noon. 2014 College Farm of
trees
plus
outside
Road. 753-8333.
storage We also have a 2
bedroom mobile home on 1,2
acre
m I
with
29x23
COl 111111M MUT
shop hook up already for
Auctioneer Realtor
second mobile home...For
Appraiser
more information call 753
901 i479-2S06 479-3713
1492., Offered
South Fulton Tenn.
Loretta
by
Jobs Realtors.

S
12x-50,
patio
Really

OBILE
ed lets
n fully
cuter
, city
septic
rth of
Frank
block
1 58500
°LISLE
me. 3
hs Call
E. all
edroom
and ice
nd air
in all
in all
10

all

at 753
5 pm
TS
•r rent
s east of

ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Three bedroom home
with fireplace, attached garage with
breezeway and located
one mile from city
limits. Priced in the
$30's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 7534222. We
are members of the
Multiple Listing Service.
NEWLYWEDS, STAYING
,with Mom and .Dad is
delightful! But owning your
ono home is a dream that
can come true when you see
this ideal low cost "get
siztrier3-Two bedroom home.
Redecorated, well kepi, big
back yard, outside storage
building. Iconomical gas
heat *lit • not - strain the
budget Call the real estate
professionals at Guy Spann
Realty to find out how we can
help arrange your financing
through low cost loans to fit
most any budget. The 24 hour
number is 753 7724

Think you can't afford
to buy? Upstair
apartment can be
rented to help make
payments, downstairs
has 2 bedrooms, living
room with fireplace,
dining room and
kitchen, fenced back
yard is ideal for
children and pets.
Asking 140,000, 1316
Poplar.
John Smith, Realtor

753-74
THANK GOD, i'M a country
girl! Waiting for my country
boy to come home to help me
in my garden! When the time
is right to put up fresh
vegetables, I have a large
kitchen to work in and a
place for my freezer. See this
four bedroom brick today,
tocated rest minutes from
town. Call 753 1492 Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Need lots of room?
Here's a 5 bedroom 2
bath home with living
room, fireplace and
den. There'salso a 30 x
50 concrete block work
shop and -it's all
apon
situated
proximately 3 acres. It
could be used in a
variety of ways.
Asking $58,500.
Jobe Smith. Realtor

trailer,
ay. Call
LIN6tioner,
one 753

artrnent
. water
in Lynn
th. Call
NT
in large
ivilages,
2 blocks
5 per
7537-

M,
rator in
trance.
rtments,
NT _
bedroom
$225 per
deposit.
d. Call

753-7411 (anytime)
emom

CHOICE
tAKE
PROPERTY
_
Just listed, beautifully
wooded Pi acres on
Kentucky Lake. Excellent location with
lots of shady oaks and
easy water access.
This is truly a choice
parcel and priced at
$19,500. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for all your Real
Estate needs.

Is looking for experienced painters, full time. Call
753-9382 or 0427 after kp.m.

We Install And
Service
Everything
Car
Nome
We
Sell
At
Stereos
'
Stereo's

World of Sound

222 So. 12th

753-5865

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

WATERFRONT LOTS. we
have several waterfront lots
for sale. Thee lots are
wooded and slope gently to
water They are located in
the Pine Bluff area and are
ready for that waterfront
home you have always
wanted. Netson Shroat Co.
759 1707.

DISCOVER
HE GALLERY
OF HOMES
DIFFERENCE.

We have people interested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your
home with us for a
quick sale.

WE HAVE
A HOME
IN YOUR
RANGE
We have recently
listed several fine
homes - all price
ranges! We have
several new listings in
the $30's. Beat the inflation crunch with an
investment in a new
and more comfortable
"Home for Living."
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for fulltime Real Estate Service.
.- •

WILSON

INSURANCE

& REAL ESTATE
753-3163 ANYTIME
362 N. 121i

WHEN MONEY talks to you,
does it say "good-bye"? Stop
it going, keep it growing by
investing in this apartment
house. 2 bedrooms up and 2
bedrooms down. Call today
for more information on this
excellent
investment..7531492..•Offered by
L.oreftaJobs Realtors,

TELE.PHONL 7531651-

your own boss and
do your own thing with
the purchase of this
store
building,
restaurant with all the
equipment;
two
bedroom
living
quarters, partly
furnished; one acre of
land with mobiel home
hook-ups. Vacant and
ready
for_ • your
possession!
All
premises in-'good
condition for only
39,500.0O!!
Be

2 ACRE LOTS for rent of
sale with city water and
sewege. 3 miles east of
Murray in front of East
Elementary School. $35 per
month for rent. 753.3745.
FOR SALE by owner: Lot P/2
miles east of Murray, on
good road and 500 ft of Highway 94. City water, no
restrictions, not in a subdivision. Call Bob Futrell 753,7668 days and 753.2394 nights.
FOR SALE by owner4Lot for'
mobile home with septic
tank, water and driveway.
Located in Baywood vista
Subdivision
on
Kentucky
Lake.
Immediate
possession! Call Bobby at
753-7668 days or nights 7532394.
FOR SALE by owner: 12
acres of good building land in
Paris, Tennessee. 642-5474.
LAKE LOTS for sale by
owner. lake front and lake
view. Several to choose from
on Kentucky Lake and lake
Barkley Terms available.
Call James or Bob Futrell at
Murray, KY, 753-7668 or 753.
2394.

PERFECTLY LOCATED on
Graves Calloway 'County
line, 78 acres more or less
with 3 bedroom house, 5
Outbuildings and 21
/
2 acres
fire cured
tobacco. Good
cattle or crop farm. Call
Barger Realty, Mayfield,
Ky,(502) 247-2421.

HOUSE FOR sale by owner
in Westwood Subdivision: 3
bedroom, 1 1 2 baths, built-ins,
double car garage, central
YEAR 'ROUND
water heat and air., with apartSkiing,
boating, swim. ment. Low S60's, 753-6274.
ming This and much more
fun games when you pur
chase a well built 8 room
home in Panorama Shores
Can be divided into two
completely
private
White
frame
2
housekeeping apartments for
bedroom house with
your vacationing guests or
for added rental income. Call
basement. All apthe real estate professionals
pliances go with
at Guy Spann Realty, 753
7724 IL 697)
house. 602 Vine St. Call

HOUSE
FOR SALE

753-9924 anytime.
NEW OFFICENIKIRS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Piles of
NAIRCUT $2.00
tor hospnel

h....

I. Owe.. mi 153 34115 000

Pucttom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
PRICE SNAVE $1.15
•elven.* Mew,PA& Se••
- k•

Southside Court Square
Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

8 Unit apartment building, in good condition, close to University. Go9d returnN
on investment.
42 A
, MIL tenble,
ring fed
creek, stoc barn. 2
BR., family
kitchen-dining,living
electric
heat/w
space heaters. $58,900.

*Ironstone
Dinnerware
*CrYstal
"Wkw Sets
*Bowl Et Pitchers

One Mile on 94 East
Mon-Sat. 9 to 5
Sun. 1 to 6

Economical Country
Living -2 BR., 1 bath
older home in good
condition. t4 mile E. of
Boydsville on paved
road. Only $6,850.
2 BR. home, lg. unfinished upstairs could
be 3rd BR., Elec. heat,
carpeted, kitchen-dining area, 10 productive
acres.I Scre'corner lot
on Locust Or. Rd. Mid
40's.

52. BOATS & MOTORS
53. SERVICESOFFEREO
41, USED CARS
U. FREE COLUMN
17" CHALLANGER BASS WILL DO plumbing,
1970 CANUiRO, SILVER,
heating
KITTENS Ready to
boat, 115 hp Johnson motor, and air conditioning,
CUTE
black vinyl
repairs
mags, body custom
trailer, excellent and remodeling around
give away 6 weeks old 753
newAs work Good interior
the 0697
condition with extras Call home. 753 2211 or
753 9600.
ssoe or best offer Call 753 753-9235.
7212 after 3 pm.
15i2' GLASTR01.4 WALK
1974
LEMANS
SPORT THROUGH windshield,
tape
- Si. WANTED
Coupe, power steering, 1975 115
hp Evinrude; Moody
brakes, air, AM-.FM radio,
WANTED . FARM families
tilt trailer, $2600. 767 4252 er
nqtch
one owner, 52,000 miles,
interested in a top
see at 402 College Courts
group.
medical
excellent condibon, $1750
major
53. SERVICES OFFERED
753-8124.
hospital coverage Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
1974
MONTE
CARLO, ADDITIONS, PEINAiR work,
759 1134
fireplaces,
midnight blue with white circulating
roofing,
insurance
work. Call
vinyl top, 47,000 miles,
loaded, in excellent con Murray Remodeling. 753
dition. 767-2557.
B167
Y AR'S BROTHERS & Son '
1977 MONTE CARLO, black 5
with red interior. Perfect General home remodeling,
conditioe. Call 753,7108 or framing, aluminum siding,
_gutters, and roofing. Call 1
753,6802.
.
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
1470
PEUGEOT,
504,
good
gas BUSHHOGI NG AND yard
automatic,
work. Call 753-6123.
mileage. $450. Call 753-4506.
0
bN -too
Cio
1977 Z28 CAMARO, must sell, BINKLEY
STRUCTION. No
$4700. 436-2689.
large, no job too small. High
quality
work.
Free
1954 CHEVY PICKUP, good
im ytes. Call 753 6969 or
condition,$500. Call 753-0900. 753-4124 and ask for Mark.
1970 CHEVY PICKUP, V8, CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
,ltandard transmission, new Block garages, basements,
tires. 759-4683, after 6 pm
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753
:
_11r06.
975F
FULLY
P
3C
CUSTOMIZED
s4
7.
Dodge van. Has velvet 5476.
curtains, icebox, porta-bed, CARPENTERS
-€04ic44,- wheels,- Al-track,- -all
v4dri‘ ---Neverlived-in - brand new 3or4bedreeni, 2 bath,
1973 CHEVY CAPRICE the extras. Plus has a slant reasonable prices. Call for
brick with central heat and air, fireplace and
Classic, 350 motor, power six engine which is real estimates, 753-9987 after 4:30
steering, power brakes- air_ _economical. $3700 or will Pm.
2,000 sq. ft. of living area. Large cypress deck on
conditioning, AM-FM radio.
CARPET CLEANING, at
three sides. Located on large, excellent main
$1800 or best offer. Phone 759- 1977 FORD SHORT wheel reasonable rates. Prompt
bate, silver, automatic, and efficient service, Custom
lake front lot. Built for year around living.
1147.
1979 CUTLASS SUPREME, perfect condition Call 753 Carpet Care. 489-2774.
$61.900.
24_ mpg, save „$2500, private. 7108 or 753-6802.
CARPET CLEANING, free
19fl. . Chevy est i ma-tes,„
FOR-- -'S*E'
7534953 or 759 4005 iSf Led
references, V ibra-Vac steam
1970 CHEVELLE MALIBU, pickup truck, extra nice, AM
new paint with SS stripes, 350 FM 8-track, air and power. or -tin-cleaning. Call Lee's
motor with 4-speed, radial Call from 8 til 5, 753-5201 or Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 or
753.8085
tires with ET wheels, $850. after 5 pm,753-4691.
1975 GMC PICKUP, $2000
Call 759.4013 after 5 pm.
DO YOU
need stumps
removed from your yard or
FOR SALE 1978 Toyota SR5 753-7477.
land cleared of stumps? We
Coupe. Call after 5 pm, 753. 51. CAMPERS
0191.
CAMPER, VENTURE pop- can remove stumps up to 24'
1970 FORD LTD, see at Save up, sleeps 8, stove, ice box, below the ground, leaving
Mart, 5 poihts, after 5 pm. nice. Call 7594831 or see at 510 only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
Blair St. .
Call 753-3538
•
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 4351977 FTKT -CONVERTIBLE, SPEVAL DUO-THERM roof 4343.
conditioner.
25,000 miles, one owner. mid-tint\ air
GROOMING. All
Motor and body very good, Arrowhead Camper Sales, DOG
Scenic setting! Enjoy the marvelous view of Ky.
By appointment.
lOw gas mileage $5400 Call Highway 80 East, Mayfield, breeds.
Pick
up
and
delivery. Connie
Lake from this lovely lake home. Living room
Kentucky, 247-8187.
753.8776
Lampe,436.2510.
and formal dining room plus family room with FOR SALE: 1974 Vega 52. BOATS & MOTORS
FENCE
SALES
at
Sears
Hatchback, automatic with 16' SPEED BOAT with 115
Franklin fireplace, Central heat and air plus all
hp now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
sport wheels. 436-5524.
Evinrude. Boat, motor, life free estimates for
your
appliances. Large lake view lot with lots of
1977 GREMLIN. 1971 BUICK preservers, skiis, ski rope; needs.
decking around house. Immediate possession,
Skylark, fair condition. Call everything you need. $4500.
FOR YOUR )chain link
753 7629.
Call 753-8223 most any time. fencing
only $44,900.
needs, contact
Can be seen at 1416 B Montgomery
Ward. Free
Stadium
View
Drive.
1974 Buick Regal, exestimates. 753-1966.
SALE: LAST chance! New FOR
YOUR
home
cellent condition, air,
111
/
2 foot Snark Wildflower alterations,
repair, and
sailboat. WO.753-5534.
AM-FM radio, must sell.
remodeling, also new homes
SILVERLINE 16 FOOT Tri
and commercial, call 753Call after 5, 753-9964.
hull, 75 hp Jphnson Stinger 6113.
Will consider reasonable
motor plus trailer, all 76 GUTTERING
Sears,
BY
model. $3000 firm. Call 489
offer.
Sears continous gutters
2248 after 5 pm.
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for.free estimates.
HOME REPAIRS: exterior
and interior painting, carpentry
work,
small
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
pasonary jobs, decks and
Absolutely everything! Family Room with
patios built, rooms paneled.
Insured and experienced. Call
fireplace! Eat in kitchen! Formal dining room!
492-13615.
or night.
All built-ins! Formal living Room! Double car
HUGH OUTLAND, roofing
contractor, excellent
garage! Central heat & air & much more!
references. Call 753.1486 and
Presented at $59,900.
ask for Shelley.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
•
Cherry Corner Pottertown Road next to Hick's Cemetery.
Everyone is inJACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
vited to come out and enjoy an afternoon of fun and help a good
patching, also seal coating.
ame...The Oak Grove Singers featuring Jimmy Key and the Key Notes
Phone 753-1537.
will entertain Anyone having anything to donate will receive a tax
deducKEN'S LAWNMOWER
tible receipt Call 759-44100. Please call as soon as passible, so we can advertise your ocos. All proceeds go for food, medicine and utilities for the
repair. Parts. New and used
needy. Antiques, jewelry, records, tools, radios, guitar, quilt, afaghan,
lawn.rnowers. 718 S 4th. Fast
and portable bldga.
'service. 753-7400.
K & K CONSTRUCTION.
1.1
1aL
Concrete
finishing:
City Convenience - Country Atmosphere! Just
driveways, porches, patios
and sidewalks. 753-7506 or
minutes from town is this 3 BR brick home with
753-7619.
family
room & fireplace. Has attached garage
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do ' with storage space and deck for bar-b-queing.
plumbing, heating and air
Central heat & air for year around comfort!
conditioning. Call 753.7203.
Sound inviting? Then give us a call. Only $42,900.
LAWN
MOWERS, roto
tillers, automobile and truck
repair, and tune-ups.' Call
Floored and ready. Uptto 12 x 24. Also barn style, of753-0801 or 753.3629.
fices cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U'
LAKE LAND mobile homes,
service
and
transport
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
company,
527.3897, Benton,
<3esed From Fri.
x 60. But the best for less.
KY. Mobile homes moved
5 p.m. til Sun. 2 p.m.
anywhere in
Kentucky
Lisenced and insured.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat
chino and seal coating. 753
1537.
ODD JOBS done. Call 753
6969 or 753-4124 and ask for
Mark.
ROOFING, REMObELING,
painting interior and ex
OLDER HOME!!! Older part of town. Lots of
tenor. Anything to do with
room, great candidate for remodeling. Could
carpentary we can do it
Reasonable rates. 20 years
also be converted to high return income
experience. Senior Citizens
producing property. For your new tax shelter or
discounT, Phoe /53 7478, 1remodeling project just give us a call.757411.
am 1119pm

•
LOVELY THREE bedroom
brick home. Heated garage,
family room, large living
room, storage building and
more. Ideal location for
family near Murray High.
Low 540's. Call today after 4
pin, 753-62457-OHC 750 Yamaha. 1976 250
YZ. Call 753-6754.
48. AUTO.SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month
guarantee, $22.88; 36 month
guarantee 80 amp, $26.99; 60
month
guarantee, $36.99.
Wallin
Hardware,I. Paris.
Tennessee.
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
wide ones with raised white
letters, G 70x14" or 15",
529.79 and $2.90 FET; G
60x14", $36.65 and 53.17 FET
L 60x14", $41.14 and $3.79
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.
TRUCK LOAD truck tire
sale, highway tread, 700x15",
6 ply, $28.98 and $2.95 FET,
750x16, 8- PIY, $37.75 and $3.74
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.
• UCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply
po ester premium grade
whit wall 7 rib with 12.32
tread . - .th. A78x13, $18.39
and $1.7
FET; E713x14".
$22.63 an
51.20 FET.
F78x14", $23. I and 52 31
FET; G78x14" o 15", $2539
and $2.54 FET;
78x15".
and $2.76
ET
L7.8x15", S2?.116 and
06
FET. Wain Hardwa
Paris, Tennessee.

Swing House Cleaning
Special
7594776day

BIBLE FACTSFREE STORE BENEFIT AUCTION
Saturday, June 30th, 1 p.m.

l

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
-anorama Shores. Has living room, kit
en, utility And MX-Bedrooms n
carpeted. Priced in mid 20's.

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

90`
98'
950
'6"
5)L259500
:TN
521°9

:27.57

1973 AMERICAN MOTORS
Ambassador, automatic with
air, power, good tires, extra
nice. $750 Call 474 8820

BACKNOE
WORK &
BULLDOZING
437-4533
After 8 P.M.
354-8161

sizes lumber cheap; bring truck
, *COUNT BUILDING

' MATERIALS
si WI.!lbtol
b 641. 105 491-915e1 Comm tree tI, cow oval tl
dsel
yes ore PO Id* tisIMIll
*a(

WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753.6763 or 7534545.
WET
BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,'
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1 442 7026

Think you can't afford to buy? Upstairs apartrhent can be rented to Kelp make payments,
downstairs has 2 bedrooms, living room with
fireplace, dining room and kitchen, fenced back
yard is ideal for children and pets. Asking
$40,000, 1316 Poplar.

Jack
. Stanley
Plumbing
and
Household
• • .Rejiair
Experienced defendable service at
reasonable prices. I
guarantee my work.

759-1021

Lou Ann Minot 753-6413
Janice Austin 753-8674
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Long Lines, Panic Buying Are
Subsiding In Most Of Kentucky

Services Are Being
Held Today For
Mrs. Mary Davis
The funeral for Mrs. Mary
S. Bland Davis, widow of
Clifford Davis, is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. R.. J.
Burpoe officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Asher
Farris, Aubrey Adams, Alvin
Harrell, Luther Downs,
George Dowdy, and Brent
Manning. Burial will follow in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Davis, 77, a resident of
631 Riley Court, died Sunday
at 6 p.m. at her home. Born
May 4, 1902, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late John Bland and
Mary Frances Phillips Bland.
She was a_ member of the
United Methodist Church.
Survivors include three
daughters--Miss. Dorothy
Davis, Paducah, and Ms.
Mary Martha Walker and
Mrs. Dwane I Freda) Jones,
both of Murray; two sons,
Wildie Davis, Decatur, Ala..
and David Davis, Murray:
fittrs-1= Nettie
1W stet
Overby and Mrs. Ruby
Dockery, Oklahoma City,
Okla.; six grandchildren; one
great grandchild.

Funeral Wednesday
For Mrs. Barnett

By The Associated Press
Long lines and panic buying have
subsided, but some tight spots remain,
and an official of the Kentucky
Petroleum Council describes the state's
gasoline situation as delicate.
"We have indicated, ever since the
Iranian situation cut us short, that the
situation was most, most delicate,”
said the council's associate director,
Stan Lampe.
"We are impressed that the stations
have restored their supply as efficiently

Jury Probe Into
Alleged Misconduct
In Frankfort Opens

ATTEND CONFERENCE — Susan Nall, left, youth chairman for the
Calloway County Red Cross Chapter, and Susan Crass, president of Teens
Who Care Club at Murray High, recently attended a Red Cross Leadership
Photo 14 Janice Martin
TrairdWg Center at Lebanon Junction.

Two Murray Students Attend Red
Cross Leadership Training Center
Two Murray students attended a Red Cross Leadership Training Center last week
est„letiainin-Junetion.. &than'
Crass, youth chairman for the
Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter, was accompanied by
Susan Nall, president of Teens
Who Care Club at Murray
High.
attended
girls
The
workshopsand-parr mcipntPti
activities designed to develop
attitudes, knowledge, and
skills needed for effective
youth leadership in their
communities.

There were youths in attendance from Kentucky,
Indiana, Ohio, and Alabama.
Arso,- theit Were
students from Sweden. The
local chapter sponsored this
trip in order to assist these
girls in forming a Red Cross
Youth Council in Calloway
County.

other service clubs in both
Calloway County and Murra
School systems.
Plans are being formulated
to establish a Red Cross Youth
Council in the fall, At the
present time, several interested youth are volunLeering their time to work with
the Summer Learn To Swim
Program._ Anyone interested
in more information concerning the youth council .
should contact Lucy M.
Wright at 753-1421 at the local
Red Cross office.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Members
of a special federal grand jury were to
meet today behind closed doors to begin
a long-awaited probe of alleged
misconduct in state government circles.

Somoza's Troops Make Little
Headway In Managua Battle

Ira Lee Tarkington
Dies At Hospital;
Rites Held'Monday

Vernon Presley Dies
In Memphis Hospital

Shower Planned For
Gunthertouple At
Day Care Center

Livestock Market

Stock Market

Hog Market

•

-

ha uleri and it appeared major relief

Months of speculation about a lengthy

would,not, come until midweek.
One distributor who supplies mines in
southeast Kentucky said the situation

FBI investigation in Kentucky
culminated in the annoucement last
month that the results of the federal
probe would be turned over to a special

should be better next week since most
miners customarily take their
vacations the first two weeks in July
and mining equipment would be using
less fuel.
Long lines disappeared at Somerset,
a trouble spot last week. Police
escorted weekend shipments to and
from about a half-dozen bulk plants in
Somerset. Gasoline and food shipments
again moved to Pulaski, Wayne,
Russell and McCreary, counties which
had been hard ,hit.
Spot checks showed the supply more
plentiful in Lexington, though some
stations that were closed reportedly
had sold all of the gas they were alloted
.
for June.
The situation was described as spotty
around Paducah. Most stations closed
during the eekend ere open again in
no lines were
Bowling G
reported in Ashland and Owensboro.
In Louisville, panic buying appeared
at an end. Station operations during the
morning rush hour were near normal.
Some stations imposed limits - on:_perchases and the passibility of scattered'
lines remained because some operators
planned to restrict daily sales to a
portion of their monthly allocation.

panel.

Twenly-three jurors were Vected
June 14. "
-3s\rill decide, on the
The grand jur
basis of,evidence presented by federal
prosecutors, whether probable cause
exists to believe that a crime has been
committed by specific individuals.
The FBI probe, which involved as
many as 40 agents in the Frankfort area
at times, reportedly focused on trani.-isactions in state government including
state contracts, leases and purchases.
Some anti-administration candidates
charged during the recent gubernatorial primary campaign that the
probe was being stalled by the U.S.
Justice Department for political
reasons.
The investigation has been shrouded
in secrecy, and the empanelment of a
special grand jury is not likely to
change that situation.
U.S. Attorney Patrick Molloy, who
earlier this year asked federal Justice
officials to approve a special investigative panel, has declined to answer questions about the purpose of the •
probe.
In a statement last month announcing
that a special jury would be ernpaneled,
Molloy said only that it would int
vestigate "allegations that have been
made to the FBI and IRS (Internal
Revenue "Service) of criminal
misconduct by certain individuals in
public and private life."
Molloy could not ,r be reached for
ceinment Monday./

The _r_nianril is clesignO to
41 services Tor Mrs.
Fun-e1involve 'youths in the Red
Collie (Loyola Jones) Barnett
Cross Activities and to serve
of 121 Newport Court,
the needs of local comMishawaka, Ind., formerly of
munities. It is planned for the
Murray, will be held Wedcouncil to work closely with
nesday at 1 p.m. at the chapel
of the Guisinger Funeral
Home, South Bend, Ind., with
the Rev. Wilsnm S- Parks officiating..
Interment will follow in the
Southlawn.Cernetery at South
Bend. The family requests
that expressions of sympathy
take the form of contributions
Managua.
barrages Monday from before
MANAGUA, Nicaragua move on
adnot
is
to the Heart Fund.
guard
until noon and rocketed
dawn
-The
(AP) - President Anastasio
the rebel positions in Penas
s
Sometime
Mrs. Barnett. 68, was
vancing.
Somoza's troops battled
pronounced dead on arrivalat
guerrillas move around Blancas, the border crossing
Sandinista guerrillas in the
South
Hospital,
the Memorial
them. I saw two ar- station, during the morning.
muddy streets of eastern behind
back to back with They said heavy fighting
Bend, on Sunday at 3:52 p.m.
cars
mored
Managua after an aerial
guns firing in continued through the afafter having been 'stricken ill
machine
their
little
bombardment but made
directions. •
suddenly at the home of her
ternoon continued near Rio
opposite
dway.
have been Estaio, five miles from the
Sandinistas
daughter, Mrs. Richard
The
in
move
to
'The guard tried
Vincek,South Bend..
fighting in Managua for more border.
right after the bombing. The
Survivors iisclude her
Brazil's conservative
than three weeks. They 'have
of
out
up
popped
guerrillas
national military
government
Somoza's
husband: daughter, Mrs.
driven
their holes and let them have
Vincek; son, Ted Barnett,
guardsmen from several suspended relations with
John
er
photograph
AP
it,"
cities, have bottled Somoza's government. A
Louisville; sister, Mrs. Owen
Hogland reported after a visit major
in their garrisons in Foreign Ministry spokesman
up
H. Hale. Murray; four
them
Monday to the battleground in
provincial cities told reporters in Brasilia the
other
brothers, James, Rudell,
most
slum
the capital's eastern
a string of villages and action was "a natural conAlfred, and Terry Clark; half
and
barrios.
Blackwood Brothers
-holding a stretch of sequence"-of the _Organization
brother, Gerald • _Jones; five
Hogland entered the sector are
territory near the Costa Rican of American States resolution
grandchildren.
during a heavy rain. When it
Conclude/Gospel
Saturday calling on Somoza to To
border.
in
himself
found
stopped, he
But Somoza told a Honduran resign.
the middle of the bomRica, School With Concert
interviewer, "I will not
.Mexico, Costa
radio
bardment.
nor
my supporters
Ecuador, Grenada and
"You could see them abandon
The Blackwoodit, Brothers
broken
have
my army as the Shah of Iran Panama
pushing the bombs out the
been sponsoring a
have
driven
was
he
relations • with the Somoza
did." He said if
school of Christian
door of *helicopter," he said.
national
from the presidency before his regime, and Panama has
Ira Lee Tarkington, 80, died "It looked like they had them term ends in 1981, "I will then recognized the five-member music from June 17-29 at
mounted on a rack inside."
Regents and Mason Halls on
Saturday afternoon at the
becoine a guerrilla to fight my junta proclaimed by the
Refugees from the fighting
the Murray State University
General
County
Henry
defeat
I
until
enemies
a
provisional
as
political
Sandinistas
Hospital, Paris, Tenn, He was said some of the helicopters
gOVernment. campus.
them."
Nicaraguan
of
drums
55-gallon
dropped
A spokesman for the school
a resident of Paris. Tenn.
front, Peru's foreign minister said
southern
the
On
liquid that exploded and
the Blackwood Brothers
said
Mr. Tarkington, a retired
the
on
Sandinista sources
Monday his and other Latin
burned.
carpenter, was a member of
berder American governments were searched across the country to
the
of
side
Rican
Costa
During the bombing, the
location-for the school
the North Fork Baptist Church
said national guard forces to considering
breaking find a
holes
in
refuge
took
guerrillas
MSU. Murray may
picked
Grove
and
Cottage
and the
mortar relations with Somoza.
paving the north fired
become the permanant
Masonic Lodge. Born Sept. 23, covered with planks,
location for the school, the
1898, in Palmersville, Tenn.,- stones and dirt.
"The Sandinistas' morale is
spokesman added.
he was the son of the late
reported.
The school, that has been in
Franklin and Hattie M. high," Hogland
they can
operation for over 30 years,
Tarkington. His wife, Odessie "They are convinced
hdld out until the columns in
has attracted over 125 people
Bedwell Tarkington, and two
countryside link up and
the
Merrell
from 21 states and from
daughters, Mrs.
Canada.
and Ima .Lee
Crouch
the
to
According
Tarkington. preceded hirn in
MEMPHIS, Tenn. AP) - County Mayor.< Bill Morris
all ages are
•
,
spokesman'
63.
He
was
said.
death.
the
of
father
Presley,
Verno`a
ciirvivnrs
had
include three
Presley
been represented at the schoql and
Late rook 'n' roll great _Elvis
,
for
hospitalized
daughters--Mrs. Hubert
heart groups, as weit as- Individtals
Presley, died today in a
study.
Paris,
may
three
Rhodes,
problems
in
times
the
(Mildred)
Memphis hospital. Shelby
The school features theory
past seven months. He entered
Tenn., Mrs. Floy ( Verdie )
for Mr.
shower
household
A
from
lectures
classes,
and
Ark.,
Helena,
Hospital
on
Baptist
.J
May 2,
Guthrie,
and Mrs. Ray Gunther, whose
after complaining of irrei;ular Celebrities in the gospel music
Mrs. Joe (Jean) Wilson, trailer home and contents,
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heartbeat.
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who
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also
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beside her son.
Wal Mart
- Utility 15 wig no
Boars 26 00-26 00
15taB 1654s
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and as well as they have over the
weekend," he said.
With State Police and National Guard
troops posted to protect distributors
and truckers, deliveries were stepped
up to retail outlets.
A final draft of a state gas shortage
plan was expected to be submitted this
week to Gov. Julian Carroll.
However, the state Department of
Energy doesn't thInk it will have to be
used even if the governor approves it,
according to Deputy•Secretary Damon
Harrison.
He said it would contain an option for
odd-even sales but declined to confirm
industry
details.. Two
other
representaties said it might include $5
minimum purchases to prevent
"topping off" or small purchases to fill
almost full tanks. These sources also
mentioned staggered hours for stations
including the possibility some would be
asked to remain open on Sunday.'
One of the remaining tight spots
Monday was Harlan, where most
gasoline is broug__ht in by company_ -

Froth Pike One)

Hendon's N. 4th St.- Practically out
officer Richard Wright reported
of gas, no more expected until July 1.
Monday that the state police had exJ de S Oil, S. 12th St.- Running low on
perienced very little trouble in the
gas, only pumping about 2,000 to 3,003
Jackson Purchase in connection with
_gallons per day and then closing.
the independent truckers' strike and ,
Expects another shipment Wednesday
the gasoline shortage.'
if truckers run."
---'-'We--have -been rsillell-tnescort very
Lovett Brothers,S. 4thSt.-Sint* no- —few gasoline trucks," Wright said.
lead remaining Monday but not exSeveral private and governmental
pected to last too long.
agencies have been prompted by the
Marine, Main St. - Has plenty of
gasoline shortage to get into the
gasoline, expects to last through the
business of making gasoline surveys.
week.
One of these, the AAA Automobile
Club, is providing information to •
Martin Amoco, Main St. -- Has gas now
members and non-members of the
but trying to close at 10 a.m. each day to
association. The AAA number in
spread it as close to the end of the week
Paducah is 443-6478.
as possible. •
Another local agency providing inRacer Oil, Chestnut St. -- Ran out
formation is Kentucky's Western
Monday but additional shipments
Waterland, a tourism promotion
scheduled. Hopes to get enough to last
organization. Information on the
to end of week.
availability of gasoline in an around the
Ross Standard - Has enough gas to
Kentucky and Barkley lakes area will
last through today and maybe still sell
be available by calling the KWW office
some Wednesday. Not expected to
at 527-1303. Calls placed to both
receive more before July 1
agencies from - Murray are long
Vickers, N. 12th St. - Ran out
distance and are not toll-free.
'Monday morning but received adMear4hile, the state Division of
clitional shipment Monday afternoon.
Consumer Protection offers a toll-free
Expects to get enough to last through
Dumber for motorists to leport
the week.
suspected price gouging by dealers.
641 Super Shell, S. 12th - Out of gas
Anyone who believes a dealer is
now at this loc4tion and sister station at
overcharging may call the agency at 112th and Chestnut. Expects another
800-372-2960 or at a non toll-free numshipment Wednesday.
ber, 1-564-2200.
Kentucky State Police information

Bel-Air
Decor

Open Til 8:00 P.M.
Mon. thru Fri.

We Acc‘pt Visa
Master Charge

Bel-Air Shopping Center, Phone 753-3647

Carpet Sale!!
All Carpet
In Store

Over 2,000 Samples
To Choose From
1 Week Only

Hy-Klas Paints
kblimmuw)

Nylila5
Nal LITI

This Week's Special
Latex Flatwall

'875

Per Gal.

Reg.;10.00

Custom Made

Drapes 11 Woven Woods
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